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Abstract

Warranty Parts Return in Europe II

How to extend and improve the reverse logistics capabilities of General Motors Europe Aftersales has
been researched. A gatekeeping model that determines the value that a warranty part represents to
GME has been designed. A selection, which parts should be returned with each return option, can be
made using this model. Second, in order to extend Warranty Parts Return to the main European
markets, a model has been designed to select a Third Party Logistics Provider to outsource the
warehousing activities, associated with Warranty Parts Return, to.

LEGAL NOTICE

This report contains GM confidential information. It is intended for the recipients only. Any disclosure
or copying of the contents of this report or any action taken (or not taken) in reliance on it is
unauthorized and may be unlawful.
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Management Summary

This report is the result of the master thesis project "Extending Warranty Parts Return", executed at

General Motors Europe Aftersales, to conclude the study Industrial Engineering and Management
Science at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

Why extend Warranty Parts Return?

Authorized Repairers (AR) submit warranty claims to the European Warranty System (NEWS) for

financial compensation after a vehicle has been repaired or service parts have been exchanged under

warranty.

A selection of the parts that come available after part exchange is requested for return to a Warranty

Part Center. Warranty Part Centers are operated in Germany, UK, Spain and Sweden, to collect
warranty parts from their respective countries. Warranty Parts Return (WPR) enables quality
improvements (in-house product quality, supplier quality and dealer quality), improves parts availability
for re-use, supports Parts & Accessories (P&A) sales and controls warranty spending. In other
countries warranty parts are left at the AR. The AR is responsible to scrap these parts.

To collect a number of the warranty parts that are currently left at the AR, GME intends to extend the
Warranty Parts Return process to the main European countries and all GME brands. Several reasons

for extending Warranty Parts Return have been identified:
1. Faster quality feedback

Extending WPR allows GME to obtain warranty parts, for quality reasons, from more markets.
This allows for faster and broader quality feedback.

2. Removal parts from marketplace
Extending WPR allows for selected warranty parts from all European countries to be removed
from the marketplace. This supports P&A-sales.

3. Increase parts availability for reuse
Warranty cores, returned from Germany, are provided to remanufacturing programs.
Remanufacturers pay a Core Value for each core returned. Extending Warranty Parts Return

enables GME to provide warranty cores from other countries to these remanufacturing
programs as well. This increases parts availability for reuse and it allows GME to receive the

core value for these parts, which partly offsets warranty spending.
4. Reduced control over dealer/ AR

The European Commission has adopted a new Motor Vehicle Block Exemption Regulation
(BER). Its main objective is to increase competition in the car sales market, by reducing the

control that manufacturers have over their dealers. One of the means to detect if the
Authorized Repairer (AR) exchanges parts justifiably is by matching the returned parts versus

the parts requested. This compensates the reduced control because of the BER.

To extend the WPR process, GME intends to outsource a single location warehouse, the European

Reverse Logistics Center (ERLC), where parts replaced on GM vehicles at AR can be returned to. The

ERLC will be a facility that will notify AR's to return specified parts, receive, store, redistribute and
dispose of such returned parts and packaging from main markets in Europe. The ERLC will be a

merge of the existing European Core Return Center (ECRC) and the new European Warranty Return
Center (EWPC). To begin with, only warranty parts that can be provided to a remanufacturing program
(warranty cores) will be selected for return.
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The project goal and assignment

The Qoal of the proiect has been defined as:

Extend the warranty parts return process to the main European markets to increase quality feedback,

to remove parts from the marketplace, improve dealer administration and to reduce warranty spending.

The assignment has been defined as:

Determine how the extended Warranty Parts Return process can be integrated in the current logistics
network. Improve the benefits of the Warranty Parts Retum process by considering additional return

tracks and by determining a selection of additional warranty parts for return. And extend the Wa"anty

Parts Return process to main European markets by selecting a service provider to perform Wa"anty

Parts Return.

Integrating the extended WPR into the current logistics network

Consider a merge of EWPC and ECRG.

The similarities and differences in the warranty and core return processes have been investigated to
determine the feasibility of merging the ECRC and the EWPC. Several similarities have been found in
the handling of parts during transportation and in the warehouse. Differences have been found in the
information flows. It has been concluded that a merge of the goodsflows of parts is possible, but the
information flows should remain separate. This means that the warranty and core return processes
can share a warehouse, but should remain separate processes.

Select an efficient solution for transportation.
Whether transportation currently in place for core returns can be used to also return additional
warranty return has been analyzed. Three topics have been investigated:
1. Is the current logistics structure set up well for reverse distribution?

The inbound goodsflow is organized as an extension of the outbound goodsflow. The entire
goodsflow, managed by GME-A, forms a closed-loop supply chain. This corresponds with the
characterization of a combination between an "Assembly product-remanufacturing and a "Re
usable item network" found in literature. It has been concluded that the current logistics network is
set up well and can be further extended for Warranty Parts Return.

2. What is the impact of enlarging the return flow ofparts on the logistics network?
The additional volume of the goodsflow generated by extending Warranty Parts Return is very
small compared to the sizes of the goodsflows in the current logistics network. The impact on the
logistics network layout and the cost structure will therefore be very small.

3. What are the specific requirements for either core or warranty returns?
The specific requirements with regard to routing and timelines have been analyzed. There are no
specific requirements with regard to routing. There are differences in the required timelines for
core and warranty returns. The expected return time of the core return process is, in some cases,
longer than the time until payment of the warrant claim expected by ARs. At least a monthly return
rate is recommended for warranty returns.

It can be concluded that additional warranty parts can be returned through the current logistics
network. The transportation structure in place for core returns can be used to ship the additional
warranty parts to the ERLC, as long as at least a monthly return rate is enforced.

Improving the extended Warranty Parts Return process

GME intends to start with returning only warranty cores to a remanufacturing program with the
extended Warranty Parts Return process. Other parts will be left at the at the AR. Warranty Parts

February 2004 viii
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Return can be improved when these parts are also returned to a feasible return option that will bring a
benefit to GME. Nine return options have been determined as feasible for the extended WPR process,
Figure 1. Parts are consolidated at a local warehouse and possible then shipped to the central

warehouse, when the normal return track is used. The fast track ships parts from the AR directly to the
finaldisposition using a courier service.

Quality Control

1 2

BG

3 Supplier
testing (VCR)

4

51 Scrap

Remanu-
facturing

7 program

Stock building

Central
Warehouse

9, Fast track

Local
Warehouse

AR

Figure 1: Feasible return options for WPR extension

This improved gatekeeping model consists of an expression for each return option. With this
expression the benefits and costs of returning a part with that return option can be calculated. When
the benefits and costs of returning a part will calculated for each return option, the best option can be
chosen. This gives the best performance for the improved gatekeeping model. A drawback of this

approach is that lots a data are required for each part, to be able to make to calculations. This makes
the model more difficult to implement and maintain.

Most return options are only available to a selection of parts or for a limited amount of time. For
instance, returning a part to a remanufacturing program only makes sense when a remanufacturing
program has been set up. In some other cases the benefits would outweigh the costs for about 95% of
the parts. Based on limited availability of return options for a particular part and the obvious benefits of

some return options, rules of thumb have been derived from the improved gatekeeping model. These

rules of thumb together form a new set of gatekeeping rules:
1. Return all parts needed for quality control with the fast track
2. Store all parts for which a business case is being developed to set up a future

remanufacturing program
3. Return all warranty cores to a remanufacturing program
4. Remove all other parts from the market and scrap them locally

The rules of thumb will have a slightly worst performance than the improved gatekeeping model, but
they are easier to implement and maintain. Implementing these rules of thumb is recommended.
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Outsource Warranty Parts Return warehousing

What are the reasons to outsource the ERLC?

The reasons behind the intention to outsource the warehouse facility for extending WPR can be
divided into "focus on core competence" and "cost efficiency considerations". Warehousing is not a
core competence of GME. Besides, it is expected that a Third Party Logistics Provider (3PL) is able to
perform the same activities cheaper, because they are specialized in this kind of work, they are able to
combine the warehousing with warehousing of other clients and they can save on wage and benefit
payments. Therefore it has been concluded can be that the ERLC is a valid process to outsource.

What is the best service provider to perform the WPR process?

The goal of GME is to select the best Service Provider, where best is defined as the capable to
perform the activities requested at the quality requested against the lowest cost. The stakeholder and
the purchaser together form the buying team. The consideration between capabilities and costs is a
source of conflicting interests between the stakeholder and the purchaser. It is not clear when to focus
on price and when to focus on other criteria. Another difficulty when selecting s service provider is how
the number of criteria and the mix of qualitative and quantitative criteria can be weighted in the final
decision.

A supplier selection model has been designed to provide a structured approach in selecting a third
party warehousing provider. The model is able to weigh different criteria from each party involved in a
satisfactory manner for entire buying team.

The supplier selection model consists of three steps:
1. Sort suppliers

All 3PL are sorted into acceptable vs. not acceptable based on a set of minimum requirements to
avoid that a 3PL who does not satisfy the minimum requirement on one criterion can compensate
this by a very good result on other criteria.

2. Rank suppliers
A multi-criteria weighing model based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) will be applied,
because of its ability to handle complex and ill-structured problems and to mix qualitative and
quantitative criteria. The selection criteria used in this step have been divided into two levels of
complexity. The selection criteria associated with a basic logistics service have been identified as
basic skills, capacity and equipment. The selection criteria associated with an advanced logistics
service have been determined as cultural compatibility, financial strength, depth of management
expertise, flexibility and information systems capabilities. Price is a very important selection
criterion for the basic logistics service, while for the advanced logistics service the companies' skill
is the more important selection criterion. This has been reflected in ranking model that has been
represented in Figure 2.

3. Final selection
The final decision depends on the scores of each SP in the ranking model, but also on the degree

of trust between the buying team and the supplier.

This approach to supplier selection improves the current situation because it provides structure for the
buying team and a clear distinction is made in the activities for which price is the predominant
selection criterion and the activities for which the companies' skill is the predominant selection

criterion.
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Figure 2: Supplier selection AHP hierarchy

Conclusions and recommendations

The main conclusions that have been drawn are:
> The extended Warranty Parts Return process can be integrated in the current logistics network by:

• Merging the European Core Return Center with the European Warranty Part Center.

• Using the transportation structure in place for core returns for additional warranty returns.
> The extended Warranty Parts Return process can be improved by:

• Adding the 9 return options, determined in this project, to the extended Warranty Parts Return

process.
• Implementing the rules of thumb derived from the improved gatekeeping model, designed in

the project, to select which parts are to be returned with each return option

> The Warranty Parts Return process can be extended by:

• Outsourcing the warehousing activities related to Warranty Parts Return

• Implementing the supplier selection method, designed in this project, in order to select the

best third party Service Provider to perform these activities for GME.

The recommended areas for further research are:

> Fast track and remanufacturing

• Research supply and demand patters of remanufactured parts

• Make a trade-off between potential savings in substitution costs and additional transportation

costs
> Additional supplier testing process

• Select parts for which additional testing would be beneficial

• Research the possibility to set up additional testing processes

> Final dispositions locally

• Research possibilities to set up quality control or supplier testing locally

• Make a trade-off between savings in transportation costs and the investments needed

> Combine parts return with other companies

• Research the possibilities of combining parts pick-up processes with other companies or

competitors
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Abbreviations & Definitions

Abbreviations

3PL

AHP

AP

AR
BER

CPIP

DMS

DSC

ECRC

ERLC

EWPC

FNC

FPR

FTL

GM

GML
GME

GME-A

ITDC
NEWS

NSC

NP

OEM

P&A

PDC

PFC

Q&R

RBV

RfQ

SP

TLA

VCR

VL

WarP

WPC

WPR
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Third Party Logistics Provider

Analytic Hierarchy Process

Area Proportion-factor

Authorized Repairer

Block Exemption Regulation

Current Product Improvement Program

Dealer Management System

Dealer Self Control

European Core Return Center

European Reverse Logistics Center

European Warranty Part Center

Failure Not Confirmed, VCR process test result

Field Problem Report

Full Truck Load

General Motors Corporation

GM Liability, VCR process test result

General Motors Europe; Opel, Vauxhall, Saab, Daewoo or a sub-set of these brands.

General Motors Europe Aftersales department

International Technical Development Center
European Warranty System

National Sales Company

Net Price of a part

Original Equipment Manufacturer

Parts and Accessories; service parts or spare parts

Parts Distribution Center

Parts Factory Costs

Quality and Reliability

Rebuy Value

Request for Quotation

Service Provider

Total Line Amount

Vendor Cost Recovery

Vendor Liability, VCR process test result

Warranty Part data processing system

Warranty Part Center

Warranty Parts Return
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Definitions

Authorized Repairer

Closed-loop supply chain

Core

Dealer

Gatekeeping

GME

Policy
Remanufacturing

Remanufactured part
Reverse distribution

Warranty core

Warranty part

Warranty Parts Return

February 2004

Service outlet, dealer or retailer authorized to service GME

vehicles

Supply chains that are designed to consider the processes
required for returns of products, in addition to the traditional

forward processes. [7]
Parts, for which the warranty period has expired, bought back

from ARs for GME remanufacturing processes.
Company authorized to sell GM cars and products

Screening of defective and unwarranted returned merchandise

at the entry point into the reverse logistics system. It assures
that only those products that should be returned to a specific
point in the reverse network is indeed returned to that point.

[4]
Central European organization for Opel, Vauxhall, Saab and

Daewoo.
Goodwill repair or part exchange
Process in which exchanged parts are restored to like-new
condition.

Core that has been processed to "as new" condition
The process that a company uses to collect used, damaged or
outdated products and packages from the end-users. [10]

A warranty part for which a remanufacturing process has been
set up.
A warranty & policy part; a part that has become available
after a part exchange under warranty conditions
The process that is used to select and request warranty parts
for return and transport the requested parts from the
Authorized Repairer to a Warranty Part Center

xiii
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Introduction

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

This report is the result of the master thesis project "Extending Warranty Parts Return", executed at

General Motors Europe Aftersales, to conclude the study Industrial Engineering and Management
Science at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

The approach of the project is based on 'Het Tien-Stappen-Plan' (the 10-steps-approach) [9]. The 10
steps have been divided in four main stages: orientation, analysis, in-depth research and design &
implementation. The structure of this report follows this subdivision.

The results of the orientation phase have been described in chapters 1 and 2. The initial project goal
and initial assignment will be formulated in chapter 1. In chapter 2, a company description will be given
to provide some background information about the organization.

In chapter 3 the results of the analysis phase have been described. The current Warranty Parts Return
(WPR) process, the reasons for extending WPR and the solution proposed by GME will be analyzed.
Research questions for each sub-assignment will be formulated. The research questions will be
divided into questions related to the integration of WPR extension in the current logistics network,
questions related to improving the WPR process and questions related to extending WPR process.
Based on this analysis the initial project goal project and assignment will be redefined.

Chapter 4 describes the in-depth research related to the integration of WPR extension in the current
logistics network. Whether a merge of the European Core Return Center and the European Warranty

Part Center is possible and an efficient solution for transportation will be researched.

Chapter 5 and 6 describe the in-depth research related to improving the extended WPR process. In
chapter 5, the possible return options for the WPR extension and the benefits and costs each option
brings to GME will be identified. In chapter 6, an improved gatekeeping method that determines the
value a warranty part represents to GME will be designed. A selection, which parts should be returned
with each return option, can be made using this model. How this method can be implemented and
used in practice will also be discussed.

Chapter 7 describes the in-depth research related to outsourcing the warehousing activities associated

with Warranty Parts Return. The reasons to outsource the European Reverse Logistics Center will be
investigated and discussed. A supplier selection model will be designed to select a Service Provider to
outsource the warehousing activities to. The model will distinguish between activities for which the skill
of the Service Provider is main criterion and activities for which price is the principal factor.

In chapter 8, the main conclusions will be presented and recommendations for further research will be
given.
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Chapter 1

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

The assignment

II

The goal of this chapter is to explain the motive for extending Warranty Parts Return and to introduce

the project goal and assignment. In section 1.1, the motive of the assignment will be mentioned. In
section 1.2, the goal of the project will be formulated and the assignment will be defined.

1.1 Motive for extending Warranty Parts Return:
Authorized Repairers (AR) submit warranty claims to the European Warranty System (NEWS) of GME

for financial compensation after a vehicle has been repaired or service parts have been exchanged. A

selection of the parts that come available after part exchange is requested for return to a Warranty
Part Center (WPC). At the WPC the returned parts are matched against the requested parts.

At this moment, warranty parts are requested for return for the following reasons:
1. In-house product improvement
2. Supplier quality improvement
3. Dealer administration
4. Removal of warranty parts from the marketplace

Warranty Part Centers operating in Germany (for Opel), UK (for Vauxhall), Spain (for Opel) and
Sweden (for Saab), collect warranty parts from their respective countries. In other countries warranty

parts are left at the AR. The AR is responsible for scrapping these parts.

In order to collect a number of the warranty parts that are currently left at the AR, GME intends to
extend the Warranty Parts Return process to main European countries and all GME brands. GME
intends to outsource the warehousing operation, European Warranty Parts Center (EWPC), that shall
be designed to enable warranty parts and cores retrieval. Cores are parts, for which the warranty
period has expired, bought back from ARs for GME remanufacturing processes. Cores are currently
consolidated in the European Core Return Center (ECRC).

1.2 The assignment
The initial goal of the project has been formulated as:

Extend the Warranty Parts Return process to main the European countries.

The initial assignment has been defined as:

Contract a service provider to perform the Warranty Parts Return process based on parts quantity and

deliverables. Consider a merge of the existing European Core Return Center with a new European

Warranty Return Center and select a solution for transportation. Establish a fast track for time critical

returns.
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Chapter 2

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

Company description

II

In this chapter background information about General Motors Corporation (GM) will be provided. The
research has been executed at General Motors Europe Aftersales Customer Care department. The

role of GME-A Customer Care and its fit in the GM organization will be explained.

Section 2.1 provides an overview of the global activities of GM. The responsibilities, brands and
market shares of GM Europe (GME) are briefly described in section 2.2. Section 2.3 gives an overview

of the responsibilities and roles of GME-Aftersales (GME-A). The role of GME-A Customer Care will be
explained in section 2.4. An organization chart of GM can be found in Appendix 1.

2.1 General Motors Corporation
General Motors Corporation (GM) is the world's largest vehicle manufacturer, with its headquarters
located in Detroit, Michigan, USA. It employs 341,000 people globally in its core automotive business
and subsidiaries. Founded in 1908, GM has been the global automotive sales leader since 1931.

Today, GM has manufacturing operations in 32 countries and its vehicles are sold in more than 190
countries. In 2002, GM sold more than 8.5 million cars and trucks, nearly 15 percent of the global

vehicle market.

GM's automotive brands are Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Holden, HUMMER, Oldsmobile, Opel,
Pontiac, Saab, Saturn and Vauxhall. In some countries, the GM distribution network also markets

vehicles manufactured by GM Daewoo, Isuzu, Subaru and Suzuki.
GM parts and accessories are sold under the GM, GM Goodwrench and AC Delco brands. GM vehicle

engines and transmissions are marketed through GM Powertrain.

GM automotive is organized in regional GM operations: GM Asia Pacific, GM Europe, GM North

America and GM Latin America, Africa, Middle-East. [22]

2.2 GM Europe
In 1923, GM established its European presence by opening its first overseas assembly plant. The
acquisitions of Vauxhall (in 1925) and Opel (in 1929) strengthened its European competitive position.

General Motors Europe GmbH was founded in 1986 to support business expansion. Saab was
acquired for 50% in 1989. GM took full ownership in 2000.
In 2000, a strategic alliance with Fiat was formed, creating two joint ventures in the areas of powertrain
& purchasing in 2001. Since fall 2002, the GME headquarters has also become the home of GM

Daewoo Europe. [23] [24]

With strategic headquarters in ZOrich, Switzerland, GME designs, manufactures and markets cars and
trucks for the European market. GME provides strategic coordination and business expertise to ensure
that the OpelNauxhall, Saab, Cadillac, Chevrolet and Daewoo brands and their respective products

meet varied customer expectations in the European market.

In 2002, the total vehicle market in Europe continued to weaken for the third consecutive year. GM
Europe achieved net sales and revenues for its automotive operations of $23.9 billion versus $23.7
billion in 2001 on a net loss of $549 million ($767 million in 2001). Figure 3 depicts the GME market
share compared to other brands and manufacturers. GM Europe achieved total vehicle sales in
Western and Central Europe of 1,64 million units, representing a market share of 9,2 percent. [25]
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Figure 3: European market shares in 2002, [23]

2.3 GME Aftersales
GME Aftersales (GME-A), located in ROsselsheim, Germany, was formed in 1993 from GME Parts &

Accessories (P&A) and European Service. GME-A plays an important role in the sales and service of
vehicles. About 80% of the profits in automotive industry result from the sales of Parts & Accessories.

Aftersales can also be seen as "pre-sales", since a positive experience during the ownership period,
influences the decision for a repurchase or the purchase of a second car. With its processes GME-A
aims to create customer loyalty through "customer enthusiasm" for all GM products, where customer
enthusiasm is defined as "exceeding customer expectations". Other objectives are to ensure effective
product problem resolution, growth of the aftersales business' profitability and achieve a high level of
employee satisfaction.

The core objectives are pursued through 10 main activities or roles, [27]:
1. Coordination of European service parts warehousing, logistics and inventory management;
2. European coordination of service parts and accessory sourcing through Worldwide

Purchasing;
3. Development of parts, accessories and service engineering deliverables for GME platform

vehicles;
4. Coordination and development of European Aftersales common parts and service information

systems;
5. Coordination and development of common warranty & policy processes and procedures;
6. Quarterly, high-level consolidation of financial results of European aftersales performance;
7. Coordination with partners in initiating and aligning parts and service strategies;
8. Coordination of common marketing processes and strategies which support sales and

"growing the business";
9. Coordination of European field problem resolution and the communication of the solutions;
10. Providing a forum for and a focus on Aftersales Human Resource Management.

GME-A consists of the following departments: Customer Care, Operations, Marketing & Sales
Support, Finance & Systems, and Personnel.
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2.4 GME-A Customer Care
GME-A Customer Care was formed by joining the International Customer And Technical Services,

Warranty Coordination Control and Quality Engineering departments. Customer Care represents the

voice of the customer into the organization.

The goal of Customer Care is to create a lasting relation with the customer by, [27]:

1. Fixing a customers problem right the first time;

2. Retailer performance & improvement;

3. Overall satisfaction with warranty experience at the dealer;

4. Control warranty & policy spend;

5. Satisfaction with parts &accessories supply.

These goals are deducted from GME-A's main activities 3, 4, 5 and 9.

The following departments make up the Customer Care department:

• European Technical Assistance Center

• Dealer Assistance Center

• Customer Assistance Center

• Warranty Control

• Quality Engineering

• Field Problem Resolution

• Product & Technical Information Support

• Customer Survey & Supplier Maintenance.

The Warranty Parts Return process helps to achieve several of the goals of the Customer Care.

Warranty parts are input for Quality Engineering and Field Problem Resolution processes.

Improvements made by these departments are the input for the different assistance centers and the

Product & Technical Information Support department; contributing to Customer Care goals 1 and 2.

Warranty parts are also the input for the Vendor Cost Recovery (VCR) process of the GM-Fiat

Worldwide Purchasing Supplier Improvement department. This contributes to control warranty & policy

spending; Customer Care goal 4. The business goals are adapted dynamically to constantly varying
demands of the market and their priorities. The goals of Warranty Parts Return will be described in

more detail in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

The Warranty Parts Return process

The goal of this chapter is to determine research questions based on an analysis of the current
situation and the solution proposed by GME, on how to extend the Warranty Parts Return (WPR)
process.

Section 3.1 will describe the current Warranty Parts Return process in Germany and the different
reasons why GME wants warranty parts to be returned. Section 3.2 will discuss the reasons for
extending the present WPR process. In section 3.3 the solution how to extend WPR proposed by
GME, will be provided. In section 3.4, research questions will be determined, based on the analysis
from sections 3.1 - 3.3. Finally, in section 3.5, the initial goal for the project and assignment will be
adapted, based on the conclusions drawn from the analysis stage.

3.1 What is Warranty Parts Return?
In most European countries a 2-year warranty on new vehicles is prOVided. During this period an
Authorized Repairer (AR) performs repairs, which could include part exchange, without charge for the
customer. GME reimburses the warranty costs made by the AR. The warranty costs include the price
of the new part, labor costs and a handling charge. The warranty conditions state that GME obtains
ownership over replaced parts (see Appendix 2), since GME compensates the AR for the part
exchange.

A warranty part has been defined as: a part, owned by GME that has become available after part
exchange under warranty conditions.

Selected warranty parts are requested for return from the AR to a central location, a Warranty Part
Center (WPC). GME has set up Warranty Parts Return programs for Germany (Opel), Spain (Opel),
Sweden (Saab) and UK (Vauxhall). In other countries parts are left in the marketplace. The AR is
responsible to scrap these parts.

Warranty Parts Return (WPR) has been defined as: the process that is used to select warranty parts
for return and transport the selected parts from the AR to a WPC and from the WPC to a final
disposition.

Warranty parts are requested for return for the following five reasons, [39][43][46]:
1. In-house product improvement

Returned warranty parts are tested to obtain quality feedback for in-house product improvement.
Determining the root-cause of the defect and improving the part or production processes
accordingly can avoid future defects. Avoiding future defects also reduces future warranty
spending. Improving in-house product quality also increases customer satisfaction.

2. Supplier quality improvement
The suppliers test the returned warranty parts to determine which party in responsible for the
defect. The warranty costs, for defects caused by a supplier, are recouped from that supplier. This
provides the supplier an incentive to improve their product's quality, while reducing warranty
spending for GME. This process is also called Vendor Cost Recovery (VCR).

3. Dealer administration
A possible outcome of testing is that the part is not defective. Warranty parts that are not defective
are returned to the dealer and the accompanying warranty claim is not reimbursed. This provides
the dealer an incentive to improve the quality of failure diagnosis and repairs, while reducing
warranty spending for GME.
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Warranty Parts Return and the tests performed for VCR also function as a control mechanism for
AR's behavior in warranty repairs. In the return markets, like Germany or the UK, ARs exchange
'fewer parts under warranty than in non-return markets. Fewer part exchanges by ARs reduces

warranty spending for GME.
4. Remanufacturing program

Some selected warranty parts are provided to GME's remanufacturing program. Remanufacturers

pay the core value for these parts. The core value partly offsets the warranty costs. Removing
these warranty parts from the marketplace and making them available for reuse reduces warranty

spending.
5. Removal of warranty parts from the marketplace

The AR is responsible to scrap warranty parts that have not been requested for return. Although
these warranty parts left in the marketplace are owned by GME and should be scrapped, ARs sell

some of these warranty parts to core brokers. The core broker remanufacturers and sells the part,
competing with GME's P&A sales. This way, parts that are owned by GME are used to compete
against GME. This is especially undesirable since P&A sales account for 80% of the profit in the

automotive business. Removing warranty parts from the marketplace supports the sales of Parts &

Accessories.

An important difference exits in these reasons. To obtain the benefits of in-house product

improvement, supplier quality improvement and dealer administration, the returned parts need to be
tested to gain the benefit of parts return. Part testing is currently done for Opel warranty parts, returned
from Germany and the UK. The benefits of providing parts to a remanufacturing program or removing

these parts from the marketplace can be obtained by just returning these parts to the appropriate final

disposition.

Summarizing, it can be concluded that Warranty Parts Return enables quality improvements (in-house
product, supplier and dealer), improves parts availability for re-use, supports P&A-sales, and controls

warranty spending.

3.2 Why extend Warranty Parts Return?
GME intends to collect a number of the warranty parts that are currently left at the AR. GME wants to
be able to select warranty parts from all main European countries and GME brands.

The Warranty Parts Return extension only includes warranty returns from those countries that
currently do not return parts. The current return-processes that have been implemented in Germany,
UK, Sweden and the Spain will not be taken into account when discussing the WPR extension.

Several reasons for extending Warranty Parts Return have been identified, [39]:

1. Faster quality feedback
2. Removal parts from marketplace
3. Increase parts availability for reuse
4. Reduced control over dealer / AR

Each reason will be discussed below.

3.2.1 Faster quality feedback

Specific parts are returned to the Field Problem Resolution or Quality Engineering departments for
quality feedback. Several parts with a specific defect are needed before a root-cause analysis can be
initiated. Because the quality of products has improved, it takes longer to collect a sufficient number of
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defective parts from the current return markets. At the same time faster and broader quality feedback
is especially required to enable more rapid improvement of new products in the future. The faster
warranty parts are returned, the faster the defects can be improved. Returns for quality feedback are
therefore also called "time critical returns".

Extending WPR allows GME to obtain warranty parts from more markets for quality reasons. This
allows faster and broader quality feedback. The faster parts are returned, the sooner quality
improvements can be implemented. Therefore a fast track for even faster part return is desired.

3.2.2 Removal of parts from the marketplace

As already mentioned in section 3.1, GME has set up Warranty Parts Return programs for Germany
(Opel), Spain (Opel), Sweden (Saab) and UK (Vauxhall). Extending Warranty Parts Return allows for
selected warranty parts from other countries to be removed from the marketplace as well. This further

supports P&A sales.

3.2.3 Increase parts availability for reuse

Currently, only warranty parts that have been returned from Germany are provided as cores to the
remanufacturing program. Extending Warranty Parts Return allows for selected warranty parts from
other countries to be removed from the marketplace and sold as cores as well. This increases parts
availability for reuse and it allows GME to receive the core value for these parts, which partly offsets
warranty spending.

3.2.4 Reduced control over dealerl AR

The European Commission has adopted a new Motor Vehicle Block Exemption Regulation (BER). Its
main objective is to increase competition in the car sales market, by reducing the control that
manufacturers have over their dealers. The regulation is effective from October 151 2003, [18].

One of the important changes is that manufacturers can no longer restrict dealers in selling multiple
brands. Multi-brand dealers are less dependent on one manufacturer, which makes it easier for
dealers to switch brands. Loyalty to a specific brand will decrease.

Another important change is that the link between sales and seNicing is broken. Dealers may choose
to only have a contract for sales and outsource the seNicing to an independent Authorized Repairer.
SeNicing also includes warranty repairs. According to the BER, independent aftersales seNice
providers will be entitled to have sufficient access to technical information from the manufacturer to
perform seNicing. The manufacturer has less control over the independent authorized repairer, than
he has in the previous situation where sales and seNicing is combined.

Reduced loyalty of dealers and reduced control over dealers/ ARs, because of the BER, could lead to
reduced quality of the seNice offered by the dealer/ AR [13]. The reduced control can be compensated
by increased dealer administration. Extending WPR allows GME to increase dealer administration in
the countries that currently do not return parts.

3.3 Proposed solution for extending Warranty Parts Return by GME
GME intends to outsource a single location warehouse, the European Reverse Logistics Center
(ERLC), where parts replaced on GM vehicles at the AR can be returned to. The ERLC will be a GME-
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A managed, contractor operated, expandable facility that will notify AR's to return specified parts,
receive, store and redistribute returned parts as requested by GME. Daily short distance deliveries of
parts to GME facilities (or GME contracted providers) in Germany shall be requested. Inventory and

reporting of inventory will be system-based responsibility of supplier complying with requests of GME.

The ERLC will not be directly involved in recovery, product assessment, warranty administration, but
will be an enabler that supports these and other business processes. [33]

Only warranty parts that can be provided to a remanufacturing program (warranty cores) will be
selected for return. The additional warranty parts are to be returned with the transportation in place for
"normal" core returns. A core return process has been set up for Western and Central European

countries. Cores are returned to the European Core Return Center (ECRC) for further handling. The
ECRC is an outsourced warehouse facility, near ROsselsheim, where cores are consolidated.

The proposed ERLC will be a merge of the European Warranty Part Center (EWPC), which will be set
up for warranty part returns from currently non-returning markets, and the European Core Return
Center (ECRC).

3.4 Research questions
The initial assignment, as has been defined in chapter 1, consists of 4 sub-assignments:

1. Contract a service provider to perform Warranty Parts Return
2. Consider a merge of EWPC and ECRC
3. Select an efficient solution for transportation
4. Design a fast track for time critical returns

GME intends to only return additional warranty cores to remanufacturers with the extended WPR

process. In this chapter other advantages have been determined that will not be gained when this
approach will be used. In Germany other return options exist to capture these advantages. The

question is whether these return options can also be used for the WPR extension and if so what the
costs and benefits are for returning a part with each return option.

Implementing a fast track will also add return options to the WPR process. Therefore, the sub
assignment "Design a fast track for time critical returns" will be replaced by:

4. Add return options for specific parts
5. Identify which parts should be returned using which return option to improve the benefits

of Warranty Parts Return.

Each sub-assignment will be further explained in this section and research questions per sub
assignment will be deducted.

3.4.1 Research questions per sub-assignment

Contract a service prOVider to perform the Warranty Parts Return process
GME proposes to contract a service provider to run the ERLC. Before a service provider can be
contracted it first needs to be verified that outsourcing is a good solution to solve the problem of
extending Warranty Parts Return. This leads to the following research questions:

What are the reasons for outsourcing the ERLC?
The decision to outsource the ERLC will be analyzed. The decision will be compared to literature
on outsourcing to determine success and failure factors.
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What is the best service provider to perform the WPR process?

Whether a Service Provider (SP) meets the requirements that GME has set depends on the type of
activities that will be outsourced and the importance of each activity to GME. Which SP is best
suited to perform the WPR process then depends on the ratio between skill and price. How a trade
off between skill and price can be made will be investigated.

Consider a merge of existing ECRC with new EWPC
GME proposes to outsource a single location warehouse that combines the EWPC and the ECRC.
Combining the two warehouses is only useful if there is synergy between the two return processes. Big
differences in the processes could limit the results of a merge. This leads to the following research
question:

What are the similarities and differences in the warranty and core return processes?
To determine the feasibility of merging the ECRC and the EWPC, the German warranty return
process and the core return process will be analyzed and compared. The goal is to determine
whether specific requirements for one of the processes provide an obstacle for a merger of the
warehouses.

Select solution for transportation
GME proposes that additional warranty parts are returned with the transportation in place for core
returns. Whether the current transportation structure can be used without problems has not been fully
answered yet. Three research questions have been determined:

Is the current logistics structure set up well for reverse distribution?

Before combining the warranty and core return transportation, it is useful to analyze how the
reverse distribution channel is setup and integrated in the entire logistics network. The current
solution for the inbound parts-flow from European countries will be compared to solutions
described in literature.

What is the impact of enlarging the return flow of parts on the logistics network?

By requesting additional parts for return, the size of the inbound flow of parts will increase
compared to the outbound flow. Therefore the impact of enlarging the inbound flow of parts on the
current logistical network will be analyzed.

What are the specific requirements for either core or warranty returns?

When combining processes, the strictest requirements per process will have to be adopted to
ensure a good result for each process. The specific requirements with regard to routing, timelines
and volumes for the core return and warranty return process will be analyzed and compared to
determine if combining the two flows is possible at an operational level.

Add return options

Only warranty cores have been selected for return in the extended WPR by GME. Other parts are left
in the market. Adding other return options to the WPR extension could make it beneficial to remove

these parts from the market.

What return options are available for European Warranty Parts?

Before the benefit of removing these parts from the market can be determined, it first needs to be
clear "What the possible return options are?". Different return options could lead to different
benefits.
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What is the benefit of a fast track?

A fast track, for time critical returns, is desired to allow faster quality feedback, as explained in
section 3.2. The remaining question is whether additional benefits of faster parts return outweigh
the additional costs of adding a special track.

Identify which parts should be returned using which return option to improve the benefits of
Warranty Parts Return
Only a part of the benefits associated with WPR, discussed in section 3.1, are captured by returning
only warranty cores. If other return options have been identified, the question remains what warranty
parts should be returned with each option to improve the benefits of Warranty Parts Return.

What is the benefit of returning a warranty part with a specific return option?

A warranty part should be returned to the return option that provides the largest benefit to GME.
The value of a warranty part for each return option needs to be determined so the best return
option for each part can be identified.

3.4.2 Interdependencies

The sub-assignments and research questions discussed in the previous section can not be answered
independent from each other.

Sub-assignments 2 and 3 deal with whether the extended WPR process can make use of the current
logistics network and how it can be integrated in this network. Answers to these questions set the
boundaries for which return options will be possible to add and also determine what activities will be
included in the outsourcing process. Therefore the research questions with regard to these sub
assignments will be investigated first.

Which return options will be added to the extended WPR process influences what activities will be
included in the outsourcing process too. These research questions will therefore be investigated
second.

The boundaries for which activities will be outsourced have been set, when a merge has been
considered, a solution for transportation has been chosen and the return options have been
determined. The research questions associated with contracting a service provider will therefore be
investigated the last.

3.5 Adapting the project goal and assignment
Based on the analysis of the motives for Warranty Parts Return in section 3.1 and the motives
identified for Warranty Parts Return extension in section 3.2, the goal of the project will be redefined.

In section 3.1, the following motives for WPR have been identified: WPR enables quality
improvements (in-house product, supplier and dealer), improves parts availability for re-use, supports
P&A sales, and controls warranty spending.

In section 3.2, three reasons for extending WPR have been discussed. The reasons include faster and
broader quality feedback, removal of parts from the marketplace and reduced dealer control. These
topics also have an impact on warranty spending.
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The Qoal of the project has been redefined as:

Extend the warranty parts return process to the main European markets to increase quality feedback,

to remove parts from the marketplace, improve dealer administration and to reduce warranty spending.

The sub-assignments and research questions identified in section 3.4 can be divided in three parts.
The sub-assignments about considering a merge of the EWPC and the ECRC and about selecting a
solution for transportation are related to how the extended WPR process can be integrated in the
current logistics network. The sub-assignments about add return options and identifying which parts
should be returned with each return option are related to improving the extended Warranty Parts
Return process. The sub-assignment about contracting a service provider to perform WPR is more
related to actually extending the WPR process.

The initial assignment has been redefined to emphasize this subdivision of the project:

Determine how the extended Warranty Parts Return process can be integrated in the current logistics
network. Improve the benefits of the Warranty Parts Return process by considering additional return
tracks and by determining a selection of additional warranty parts for return. And extend the Warranty
Parts Return process to main European markets by selecting a service provider to perform Warranty

Parts Return.
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Chapter 4 Integration of WPR extension in the current

logistics network

In chapter 3 several sub-assignments have been determined. Because the sub-assignments about

considering a merge of the EWPC and the ECRC and about selecting a solution for transportation set

the boundaries for the other sUb-assignments these will be investigated first.

In section 4.1, the operational processes of warranty and core return will be compared to determine

the possibilities of the merge of the EWPC and the ECRC. In section 4.2 an efficient solution for
transportation will be determined. Concluding remarks will be provided in section 4.3.

4.1 Consider a merge of the existing ECRC with the new EWPC
GME proposes to outsource a single location warehouse, called the European Reverse Logistics
Center (ERLC) that combines the European Warranty Part Center and the European Core Return

Center. To determine the feasibility of merging the ECRC and the EWPC, the German warranty return
process and the core return process will be analyzed and compared. The goal is to determine what the
similarities and differences are and whether specific requirements for one of the processes provide an
obstacle for a merger of the warehouses.

4.1.1 Comparison operational processes

The operational processes of returns management can be divided into several steps, [4]:
1. Return request

The return process is initiated by a return request from customers, retailers, distributors or
manufacturers. The request will be accepted or rejected by the responsible party.

2. Determine routing
When the request is accepted, the routing for the return is determined and return

documentation is generated. Transportation is arranged and the receiving firm is notified
3. Receive returns

After receiving a returned item at the return center, it is verified, inspected and processed.
4. Select final disposition

The returns are analyzed and the final disposition is chosen.

The operational processes of the German Warranty Parts Return process and the Core Return
process will be compared based on these steps. Detailed flowcharts and descriptions of the everyday
activities of the processes can be found in Figure 12 (Appendix 3) and Figure 13 (Appendix 4).

Return request

Which parts will be requested for return and which parts will not be requested for return has been

determined in the gatekeeping guidelines. Gatekeeping means making sure that only those products

that should be returned to a certain point in the return network are actually returned to that point, [14].

Warranty Parts Return
GME is notified of a warranty claim when the AR enters the claim into the Dealer Management System
(OMS). GME request the return of a specific part from a specific repair. The AR can be notified of the
request in two ways:
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• Parts are selected for return based on part value. All parts above a certain value are

requested for return. Changing the minimum value for return controls the number of requests.
The parts that have been selected for return are downloaded into the OMS regularly, by the

European Warranty System (NEWS). When a warranty claim in entered into the OMS, the AR

is notified immediately that the part is requested for return.
• Exception notes can also be used to request parts for return. Parts are selected based on

model, model-year, labor operation number, dealer number or NSC number. Exception notes

are mostly used for safety related defects or for specific requests for root cause analysis. An

exception note is created centrally and sent to the AR after the NEWS system has validated

the claim.
A more detailed overview is provided in Figure 12, steps 2-8.

Core Return

A core comes available when an AR exchanged a part for which the warranty period has expired. The
AR determines whether he wants to return a part to the ECRC. The part is accepted as a valid core

when it meets certain requirements. First, a remanufacturing program for the part must have been set
up. For which parts a remanufacturing program has been set up can be found in Appendix 15.
Second, the part must be in a specific condition (no rust, oil is drained, etc.). Third, it must be packed

in the original packaging of a remanufactured part. All parts that meet these conditions will be
accepted as valid cores by the ECRC.
The first two requirements make sure only "useful" parts can be returned successfully. The third
requirement limits the amount of core returns. A more detailed overview is provided in Figure 13, steps

5-8.

Comparison

For warranty returns, GME initiates the return requests either through the OMS or exception notes. A
return request is made for a specific part that has come available at a specific repair. Therefore GME
has direct control over the type and the number of parts that will be returned.

GME has made a general return request for cores. The AR determines whether a part will be returned.
The three requirements mentioned above control the quality and number of returns. GME has no direct

control over the number of parts that is returned.

Determine routing

Warranty Parts Return

When a part has been requested for return, the AR creates freight documents and attaches a return

tag to the part. The transportation provider is contacted. The parts are picked up and shipped to the
WPC, located in ROsselsheim. A more detailed overview is provided in Figure 12, steps 7-17. The

transportation provider determines the actual routing.

Core Return

When the AR wants to return a core, a transportation provider is notified that parts are ready for return.

The freight papers are created. The cores are picked up and transported to the POC or the hub of the
forwarder (depending on the country). The core returns are collected at the hub/POC. From there, a

international forwarder ships the parts to the ECRC, located near ROsselsheim. A more detailed

overview is provided in Figure 13, steps 9-15. The transportation providers determine the actual
routing.
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Comparison

These processes are very similar. In both cases, the AR creates the return documentation and notifies
the transportation provider. The transportation providers ship the part to the respective warehouses.

Receive returns

Warranty Parts Return

When a truck arrives at the WPC, it is registered and the freight papers are checked. When everything
is all right, the truck can be unloaded. The number of parts is counted and checked against the

invoice. The parts are stored temporarily at the interim storage area. The parts and return tags are
unpacked at the registration area. The part will be registered in WarP-system. The returned part is

matched against the warranty claim and the return request. A bar-coded label is printed and attached
to the part, if the returned part really is the requested part. The labeled parts are sorted in the
warehouse. A more detailed overview is provided in Figure 12, steps 17-41.

Core

When a truck arrives at the ECRC it is registered and the freight papers are checked. When everything
is all right, the truck can be unloaded. The parts are stored temporarily at the interim storage area.

Information about the shipment is entered into the IT-system. Within 2-14 days the boxes are taken out
of interim storage. The contents of the box are matched to data that already have been entered in the

IT-system. The ECRC is responsible to accept or reject cores on technical criteria. Accepted cores are
sorted in the warehouse and rejected cores are scrapped. A more detailed overview is provided in
Figure 13, steps 16-44.

Comparison

These processes are very similar. Both processes consist of registering and unloading the truck,
registering the returned parts, checking actual returns against documentation and sorting the parts in
the warehouse.

Although similar steps are performed, there is an important difference. In case of Warranty Parts
Return, a returned part is matched with a warranty claim, the match return vs. request. It is important
that the match is performed accurately, because warranty claims are denied and the parts are returned
to the AR when the match fails.
In case of Cores Return, the returned core is checked against the return documentation. This check is
less detailed, because no request for a specific part was made.

Select final disposition

Warranty Parts Return

The parts' final destination is defined by the disposition guidelines. After the warranty parts have been
collected, registered and sorted at the WPC they are tested by suppliers. The test results determine
the final destination of the part. Parts will be shipped to the supplier, provided for in-house product

improvement, shipped to the ECRC for remanufacturing or scrapped (also see Appendix 7). A more

detailed overview is prOVided in Figure 12, steps 42-60.

Core Return

The final disposition of cores is determined by a test performed upon arrival at the ECRC. The test
determines whether to accept or reject the core. Accepted cores will be remanufactured and rejected
cores will be scrapped. Parts for remanufacturing are collected, sorted and later shipped to the
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appropriate remanufacturer. Parts that will be scrapped are sorted into different categories and later
shipped to a scrapper or recycler. A more detailed overview is provided in Figure 13, steps 39-40.

Comparison

The final destination in both processes is determined based on a test. The nature and process phase
of the tests differs.

The tests in the core return process is performed before the cores will be sorted in the warehouse.

Once a core has been accepted there is only one possible destination: the remanufacturer for that

core. The test for the warranty return process is performed after the warranty parts have been sorted
in the warehouse. Suppliers test the parts to determine who is responsible for the defect. Four possible

destinations exist, depending on the test result.

4.1.2 Conclusion

The operational processes of warranty and core returns have similarities but also a few differences.
The similarities have been found in the physical handling of parts. Transportation from the AR to the

respective warehouses is arranged similarly and the handling of parts at the warehouse consists of the
same steps. Differences can be found in the control GME has over what parts are returned, the match
return vs. request and the testing of the parts. These are differences in controlling and managing
returns.

It can be concluded that the merger of parts flow is possible, but the information flows should remain

separate. This means that the warranty and core return processes can share a warehouse, but should
remain separate processes.

4.2 Select solution for transportation
As has been determined in the previous section, transportation structure for Warranty Parts Return in
Germany and for Core Returns is similar. GME proposes that warranty parts returned for the extended

WPR process will be returned with the transportation in place for core returns. In the chapter 3, three
research questions have been formulated to find out whether combined transportation of core and
warranty returns is possible.

• Is the current solution for reverse distribution set up well?

• What is the impact of enlarging the return flow of parts on the logistics network?

• What are the specific requirements for either core or warranty returns?

These questions will be investigated further in this section.

4.2.1 Is the current solution for reverse distribution set up well?

How the current reverse distribution channels are set up and integrated in the entire logistics network

will be analyzed in this section. Besides, the current solution for the inbound parts-flow from European
countries will be compared to solutions described in literature.

Logistics network and goodsflow of GME-Aftersales

The goodsflow managed by GME-Aftersales can be divided in an outbound flow and an inbound flow.
The outbound flow consists of Parts & Accessories (P&A), also called service parts, that are shipped

from GME to the AR. The inbound flow consists of empty reusable packaging (stillages) and part
returns (warranty parts and cores).
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The logistics network for the outbound flow, the distribution of P&A to ARs in Europe, is organized in
Source Warehouses and Part Distribution Centers (PDC). The parts flow starts at a source
warehouse. From there the parts are shipped to a PDC and to finally to an AR. The distribution
footprint in Europe consists of 5 source warehouses, 11 PDCs and 7300 ARs. More details and a
graphical representation of the distribution footprint can be found in Appendix 5.

The inbound flow is organized differently. Return transportation is primarily used for the return of
empty reusable packaging. Dependent on the country, the empty stillages are consolidated in the hub
of a transportation provider or at a PDC. From there they are shipped to a source warehouse. Part
returns are also consolidated in the hub of a transportation provider or at a PDC. From there they are
shipped to the ECRC or a WPC. The routing for the return of empty stillages and parts return is similar,
because the German WPC and the ECRC are located near the source warehouse in ROsselsheim.

The goodsflow that is managed by GME-Aftersales is depicted in Figure 4. The different colors or
numbers in the figure distinguish between the different types of products. A short description per flow
is provided below.
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Figure 4: Goodsflow managed by GME-A
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Forward flow - service parts

The goodsflow starts at the source warehouse. The forward flow consists of Parts & Accessories. The

source warehouse receives parts from suppliers (which could also include GME assembly or
manufacturing plants) and ships these parts to the PDCs. An AR orders parts at the National Sales

Company (NSC) and the NSC orders the parts to be shipped from its PDC to the AR.

Standardized reusable stillages are used for transportation. All transportation has been outsourced to
Third Party Logistics Providers (3PL). When the parts have arrived at the AR, the service part is built in
the customer's car. About 200 million service parts are transported each year.

This forward goodsflow is depicted in Figure 4 by black, number 1 arrows.

Return flow - part returns

After a part exchange, the replaced part is located at theAR. If the AR wants this part to be returned
either to the WPC or the ECRC, the transportation provider will be notified that parts are available for

pick-up. The parts are picked-up by the same transportation that is used for the return flow of empty
stillages. Depending on the country, the return parts are collected either at the PDC or at a hub of the
transporter.
This return goodsflow is depicted in Figure 4 by red, number 2 arrows.

Return flow - reusable packaging

The return flow of empty stillages typically runs from an AR to the hub of a transportation prOVider and
from the hub to the source warehouse or from the AR to the PDC. From the PDC the packaging is
shipped to a source warehouse. Which of the two is used depends on the country. Normally, empty
stillages are picked-up by the same truck that also delivers the service parts to the AR.
This return flow is depicted Figure 4 by blue, number 3 arrows.

Return flow - warranty returns (Germany)

The warranty returns from Germany are consolidated at the PDC or hub of the forwarder. Daily
shipments are made to the WPC. Parts are registered and sorted for supplier testing. In some cases

suppliers want to test parts at their own facilities. These parts are then shipped to the supplier. About
500.000 warranty parts are returned from Germany each year.
This German warranty return goodsflow is depicted in Figure 4 by green, number 4 arrows.

Return flow - core returns

The core returns are consolidated at the PDC or hub of the forwarder. Shipments are made to the
ECRC on a bi.,.weekly to a bi-yearly basis, depending on the country of origin (also see Appendix 6).
Parts from the warranty part center that are also part of the remanufacturing program are shipped
regularly to the ECRC. About 500.000 cores are returned each year. About 50.000 of those are

warranty cores.

This core return goodsflow is depicted in Figure 4 by purple, number 5 arrows.

Return flow - scrap

The AR is responsible for properly disposing parts that have not been requested for return. The ECRC
is responsible to scrap the parts that do not meet the criteria for core returns. The WPC scraps parts
with the "GM Liability" test-code and, on supplier request, the parts with the "Vendor Liability" test-code

(see Appendix 7). These parts are collected and scrapped by a third party.
This scrap goodsflow is depicted in Figure 4 by orange, number 6 arrows.
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Forward flow - claim rejected (Germany)

Warranty parts that have been tested as "Failure Not Confirmed" (see Appendix 7) are returned to the
AR. These parts are picked-up daily at the WPC and shipped to the POC or to the hub of the
forwarder. From there the parts are shipped to the AR. This flow consists of 35.000 parts per year

This denied claim goodsflow is depicted in Figure 4 by yellow, number 7 arrows.

Literature review
Parts return at GME can be characterized as reverse distribution, defined as: the process that a
company uses to collect used, damaged or outdated products and packages from the end-users. [10]

The reverse goodsflows at GME can be characterized as a combination between an "Assembly

product-remanufacturing networK' (for core and warranty returns) and a tiRe-usable item network" (for

reusable stillages), [6]. This implies that the reverse logistics network is best structured as a closed
loop supply chain and is best implemented by extending the existing logistics network. Closed-loop
supply chain has been defined as: Supply chains that are designed to consider the processes required

for returns of products, in addition to the traditional forward processes. [7]

Comparison GME and literature

The inbound logistics network at GME is an extension of the outbound logistics network. The return of
empty stillages is an extension of the distribution of service parts. This return flow has been extended
enabling the return of cores. Combining core and Warranty Parts Return will extend the reverse
distribution network again. The outbound and inbound goodsflow together form a closed-loop supply

chain.

Conclusion
The inbound flow is organized as an extension of the outbound flow. The entire goodsflow, managed
by GME-A, forms a closed-loop supply chain. This corresponds with the characterization found in
literature. It was concluded that the current logistics network is set up well and can be further extended

for Warranty Parts Return.

4.2.2 What is the impact of enlarging the return flow of parts on the logistics
network?

By requesting additional parts for return, the inbound flow of parts will increase compared to the
outbound flow. The impact of enlarging the inbound flow of parts on the current logistical network will

be analyzed.

Volume
The volume of Warranty Parts Returned from Germany and the sales volumes per country are used to
estimate the potential volume of warranty parts for Europe. An estimated 1 million warranty-parts could
be returned additionally. The calculation can be found in Appendix 8.

As shown in the section 4.2.1, the outbound goodsflow consists of 200 million parts a year. The return
flow of cores consists of 0,5 million parts per year. The total potential European parts return volume

amounts to 1,5 million. This only is 0,75% of the total outbound flow.

Attitude transportation providers to part returns
Transportation providers are contracted to primarily take care of outbound transportation and the
inbound flow of empty packaging. The volumes of these two flows are the largest. Transportation
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providers are not that interested in parts return, because the volume is small. GME has a large buying
power when contracting transportation providers because of size of the volumes that need to be
transported. This buying power also enables GME to negotiate in such a way that transportation

providers perform parts return, although they are not primarily interested in that part of the business.

[45]

An increase in the volume of part returns does not really change the situation. In spite of the increase,

the volume will remain very small compared to the primary goodsflows that are handled by the

transportation providers. GME's buying power in relation to an individual transportation provider will
also remain similar. The attitude of transportation providers to parts returns will not change. Because

of GME's buying power, the additional costs for extra part returns will not deviate from the current

costs of parts return.

Conclusion
The additional volume of the goodsflow generated by extending Warranty Parts Return is very small

compared to the sizes of the goodsflows in the current logistics network. The impact on the logistics

network layout and the cost structure will therefore be small too.

4.2.3 What are the specific requirements for transporting either core or warranty
returns?

To determine whether combining the core and warranty return flows is possible on an operational
level, the specific requirements with regard to routing and timelines will be analyzed and compared.

Routing

How the routing is determined for warranty and core returns has already been discussed in section
4.1.1. Concluded was that the processes are very similar. The transportation providers ship the part to
the respective warehouses. There are no specific requirements for either warranty or core returns.

Timelines AR - central location

Requirements Core Return transportation

There are no specific requirements for the timelines concerning core returns. GME only knows that a
specific core has been returned when it is registered at the ECRC. There is no direct control over the

process before registration. Several parties are involved in transportation from the AR to the ECRC,
who all use a certain amount of time.

The AR informs a forwarder that parts are ready for return. Within a few days, the parts (core returns
and empty stillages) are picked up and transported to the PDC or the hub of the forwarder (depending
on the country). The core returns are shipped from the hub to the ECRC, when a full truckload (FTL) is

available. How long this takes depends on the country, but varies between every 2 days and once
every 6 months (also see Appendix 6). When the truck arrives at the ECRC, it is unloaded. The

returned parts are registered in the IT-system within 2 weeks.

Shipments to the ECRC are only made when a FTL is available at the hub. This shows that the current

return transportation process aims to minimize transportation costs, without considering other factors.
Therefore the time between the date the part is available at the AR and registration at the ECRC can
be up to 7 months. During this time, GME does not know a part is underway.
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The core value is only reimbursed when the part has been approved and registered at the ECRC. An
AR is not likely to sell a core to GME if it takes 6 months before he gets paid. A monthly return rate
from the local warehouse to the ECRC is recommended by GME. [41]

Requirements Warranty Parts Return transportation in Germany

Deadlines have been defined per step for the German WPR process. An AR has 6 weeks after the
repair date to enter the warranty claim in the Dealer Management System. The NEWS system
validates the claims once a week. When a part is requested for return, the AR notifies the
transportation provider that the part is ready for pick-up. The parts are picked up and transported to
the hub of the forwarder within a week. The collected warranty returns are shipped to the WPC on a
daily interval. The warranty parts are unloaded at the WPC. Parts are stored in interim storage and
registered and sorted within 2 days.

After the warranty parts have been sorted, supplier-tests are performed within 28 days. Dependent on
the test results, ARs are reimbursed or suppliers are debited about 2 weeks after a part has been
tested. The maximum time until reimbursement therefore is about 14 weeks after repair. Because
dealers want the time until payment to be as short as possible, they submit the claim and ship the part
as soon as possible. The average time until payment in Germany amounts to 6 - 8 weeks, [42].

The German warranty return process has been set up to return parts to the WPC relatively quickly, to
allow for timely AR reimbursement (advantageous for the AR) and supplier debiting (advantageous for
GME).

Extended Warranty Parts Return

The warranty claim will be reimbursed to the AR when the part has been registered at the ERLC.
Unpaid warranty claims can take up a lot of capital from the AR. Therefore ARs prefer a timely
reimbursement. When the same transportation structure, as is currently in place for core returns will be
used, the time until the part arrives at the ERLC can be very long. This is undesirable from a dealer
perspective.

Conclusion
The specific requirements with regard to routing and timelines have been analyzed. There are no
specific requirements with regard to routing. There are differences in the required timelines for core
and warranty returns. The time until payment requested by ARs is, in some cases, much longer than
then the expected return time for the extended WPR process. To enable timely reimbursement of
warranty claims to ARs, the recommendation to maintain at least a monthly return rate, should also be
applied for warranty returns.

4.3 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, the research questions related to the sub-assignment to consider a merge of the
EWPC and the ECRC and the research questions related to the sub-assignment to select a solution
for transportation have been analyzed.

It has been concluded that merging the physical flows of warranty and core returns is possible, but the
information flow for the two processes should remain separate. The ECRC and EWPC can share a
warehouse. It has also been concluded that additional warranty parts can be returned through the
current logistics network. Transportation in place for core returns can be used to ship the additional
warranty parts to the ERLC, as long as at least a monthly return rate is enforced.
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Chapter 5

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

Return options

As mentioned in chapter 3, GME wants to supply additional warranty cores to remanufacturers with the

extended WPR process. Other parts will be left in the market. One of the research questions that has
been determined is whether for specific parts return options can be added to improve the benefits of

WPR.

In section 5.1, the possible return options are investigated by analyzing the return options of the

Warranty Parts Return process in Germany and the Core Return process. Section 5.2 will discuss the

benefits and costs associated with each return option. The benefit of a fast track will be determined in
section 5.3. In section 5.4 the feasibility of each return option will be discussed. In section 5.5

conclusions will be drawn.

5.1 Possible return options
To determine the return options available for the WPR extension, the return options of the current

Warranty Parts Return process in Germany and the current Core Return process will be investigated.
The advantages and disadvantages of using each return option for the WPR extension will be
determined.

5.1.1 Final dispositions

Currently, warranty parts from Germany are returned to the Warranty Part Center in ROsselsheim. The
returned parts are matched versus the requested parts at the WPC. In the next step, the parts are sent
to supplier testing or to the International Technical Development Center (ITDC) for quality control. The
goal of quality control is to reduce future warranty costs by improving the quality of current products.

The goal of supplier testing is to determine which party is liable for the defect (see Appendix 7). The
warranty costs for the parts tested as Vendor Liability are debited from the supplier. GM pays for the

parts tested as GM Liability. GME will not credit the warranty claims for the parts tested as not
defective (Failure Not Confirmed) to the dealer.

Cores are returned to the ECRC, located near ROsselsheim. In each country, the local transportation

provider picks up the cores at the AR and collects them in a local warehouse. The cores are shipped
to the ECRC when a full truckload (FTL) has been collected. The cores collected at the ECRC will be
shipped to a remanufacturer or scrapped. The ECRC also functions as a warehouse to stock defective
parts that will be used to set up a new remanufacturing program.

In total five final dispositions have been determined:
~ Quality Control
~ Supplier Testing

~ Scrap
~ Remanufacturing
~ Stock Building

5.1.2 Possible return options for the WPR extension

In each country a local warehouse is available to collect the returned parts. A central warehouse also
is available for parts return. When warranty parts are removed from the marketplace they can be
collected either locally or centrally. As has been concluded in chapter 4, the transportation structure
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currently used for core returns will be used for the WPR extension. This means that the parts that have

been removed from the marketplace are collected locally first and are possibly then shipped to the
central warehouse.

The options to collect parts either locally or centrally and to return parts to five final dispositions with
the current transportation structure has been shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Possible return options

5.2 Benefits and costs related to each return option
Removing a part from the marketplace has several benefits that are not influenced by what will happen
to the part further in the process. Whether a part will be collected locally or centrally impacts the

benefits and costs. Parts are sent to a final disposition. Each final disposition has its own benefits and
costs. These also depend on whether a part has been collected locally or centrally. Therefore
determining the total benefit and costs of returning a warranty part can be split up in 3 steps:

1. Remove the part from the marketplace?
2. Collect locally or centrally?
3. Select final disposition
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This is shown in Figure 5 by the dotted blocks. The benefits and costs associated with each of these

three steps need to be added up to determine the total benefit of returning a part to a final disposition.

The benefits and costs of each step will be discussed in this section.

5.2.1 Remove the part from the marketplace?

Removing parts from the marketplace has several advantages, as has been discussed in chapter 3:

• Dealer self control

• Improved P&A-sales
• Prevent double dealer compensation

Each advantage will be discussed below.

Dealer Self Control

As has been explained in section 3.2.4, because of the new Block Exemption Regulation GME has

less control over ARs then before. By removing parts from the marketplace GME has the opportunity

to regain a part of the control over whether ARs used the appropriate service or inspection method.

When a return process is in place, ARs return fewer parts compared to the situation that no return

process is in place [39][40]. This means that instead of just replacing the defective part and hoping the

problem is solved, ARs perform a decent inspection and applies a good repair method. This is called

Dealer Self Control.

Two types of warranty repairs exist: repairs that include part exchange and repairs without part

exchange. Instead of exchanging a part, ARs solve the problem without exchanging the part. This

means that the ratio part exchange! no part exchange decreases compared to the situation where no

return process is in place. Suppose originally X% of warranty claims does not include part exchange

and (100-X)% includes part exchange. When a return process is introduced, the percentage of part

exchanges will drop because of Dealer Self Control (% DSC).

The benefit that can be gained from Dealer Self Control is the cost difference between a warranty

claim that includes part exchange and a warranty claim that does not include part exchange. The

different cost elements in a warranty claim are Parts Factory Costs, Parts Markup and Labor Costs.

These have been further explained in Appendix 9.

% of Dealer Self Control for part i
Warranty Costs for warranty claim including part exchange

Warranty Costs for warranty claim not including part exchange

Parts Factory Costs or purchase price of part i

Parts Markup, handling charge for part i

Labor Costs including part exchange

Labor Costs not including part exchange

The cost difference per warranty claim can be expressed by:

WCex ,; - WCno- ex,; = (PFC; + PMU; + LCex,;) - (LCno- ex ,;)

The benefit of Dealer Self Control can be expressed by :

DSC; *(PFC; +PMU; +LCex ; -LCno_ex ;), ,

where:

DSCj

WCex,i

WCno-ex,i
PFCi
PMUi

LCex,i

LCno-ex,i
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Improved Parts &Accessories sales

The ARs have the choice to order and use a GME-part or use a part obtained from another source
when exchanging a part not under warranty conditions. When ARs choose the part from another
source this could be seen as a lost Parts & Accessories (P&A) sale for GME. A core broker who
remanufacturers warranty cores or the AR who repairs a defective part himself can both be alternative
sources for service parts.

When warranty parts are removed from the marketplace, parties that compete with GME in the P&A
market can not obtain and use these parts. Fewer service parts are available from other sources and
an AR has to buy a new GME part instead. GME has quantified this effect by a percentage increase in
all P&A-sales (see Appendix 10). This approach is not accurate, because not every part can be
repaired or remanufactured and used as a service part again. Therefore an increase in all P&A-sales
is not to be expected. This benefit of improved P&A-sales can be quantified by the chance that a third
party restores the defective part to a service part the value of the lost sale that is caused by it.

Probability part will be Restored to a Service part (Prs)

The chance that a defective part will be restored to a service part depends on two factors. First,
whether it is economically feasible to remanufacture or repair the part. If this is not the case, it is very
unlikely that the part will be remanufactured or repaired. The second factor that is important for core
brokers is the need for an original GME core. The supply of cores will be larger if a part is generic or is
used by more car manufacturers. If a GME specific part is needed, the core broker will need to seek
these at GME dealerships. The chance that a core broker will buy the core at a GME dealer will be
larger than when the part was generic.

Value of the lost sale

A lost sale has been defined as the event in which an AR will not install a GME service part into the
customers' car to repair a problem. The value of the lost sale for GME is the margin on the GME part
that would have been sold instead. The margin can be expressed by the difference in the Net Price
(NP) and the Parts Factory Costs (PFC) of the part, where the NP is the sales price for the AR and the
PFC is the purchase price for GME.

The benefit of improved P&A-sales per part can be expressed by:

Prs; *(NP; -PFC;)

Where:
Prsj Probability part i is Restored to a Service part
NPi Net Price of part i
PFCj Part Factory Costs of part i

( 3 )

Prevent Double Dealer Compensation

Double Dealer Compensation occurs when dealers, after the warranty claim has been credited, sell
the exchanged part as a core to GME. When parts are removed from the marketplace, this can be
prevented.

A core sold to GME will only be accepted as valid when it is packed in the original packaging of a
remanufactured part. Double Dealer Compensation can only occur when the AR used a
remanufactured part in a warranty repair. The value of preventing Double Dealer Compensation can
be estimated by the ratio of remanufactured parts compared to new parts used in warranty repairs
multiplied by the core value of the part.
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The benefit can be expressed by:

w; *CV; (4)

where:

Wi Ratio reman/new parts used for warranty repair for part i

CVj Core Value for part i

5.2.2 Collect locally or centrally?

Parts are transported from the AR to a local or central warehouse. The returned parts collected at a

warehouse are matched against the parts requested to make sure that the ARs actually returned all

the parts that had been requested. This has the following benefits and costs:

• Dealer Charge Back

• Transportation and handling costs

Dealer Charge Back

If parts are not returned as requested, the warranty claim is not credited to the AR. The value of the

warranty claim is also called Total Line Amount (TLA). The Total Line Amount includes the Net Price

for the service part, Labor Costs and the Parts Markup, also see Appendix 9. The percentage Dealer

Charge Back (DCB) is the percentage of parts that have not been returned and can be expressed as 1
minus the return rate.

Return Rate for part i
Total Line Amount for part i

The benefit per part can be expressed by:

(1- RR; ) *TLA;

where:

RRj

TLAj

( 5 )

Transportauonandhand"ngcos~

Transportation currently in place for core returns will be used for the return of warranty parts. The

transportation service provider picks up the parts at the AR and collects them in a local warehouse.

When a Full Truckload (FTL) is available, an international service provider ships the parts to the

central warehouse.

Transportation and Handling Costs for part I from AR to the local warehouse

Transportation and Handling Costs for part I from the local warehouse to the central
warehouse

The transportation and handling costs per part can be expressed by:

THC;,AR_local + THC;,1oca'-centra'

where:

THCi,AR-local

THCi,local-central

( 6 )

5.2.3 Select final disposition

After parts are removed from the marketplace and consolidated at the local or central warehouse, they

are transported to a final disposition. The advantages of returning parts to the final dispositions will be

discussed here.
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Quality Control

Extending WPR allows GME to obtain warranty parts from more markets, which allows faster quality
feedback. Faster product return leads to faster implementation of improvements, which leads to a
number of warranty claims that will be prevented compared to the current situation. The number of
warranty claims that will be prevented, depends on the amount of time won using the WPR extension
compared to the current situation, the type of improvement and the failure rate. For each warranty
claim prevented, GME saves the price of the warranty repair that has been prevented. Besides,
increased quality leads to increased customer loyalty, which will lead to increased rebuy behavior, see
section 2.3. So improved quality leads to an increase in future revenue. The benefits of returning a
warranty parts for quality control can only be obtained if an improvement process is initiated. The Field
Problem Resolution department determines whether a part is needed for root-cause analysis. After
root-cause analysis has been performed, the parts returned for quality control are disposed of.

The benefit per part can be quantified as:

q; *WCP; * (TLA; + FUR;)

where:
qj Part i is needed for quality improvement (0,1)
WCPj number of warranty claims prevented
TLAj Total Line Amount
FURj value expressing an increase in future revenue

( 7 )

How the number of warranty claims prevented and the value of the increase in future revenue can be
determined has been further worked out below. Substituting these expressions in formula 7 leads to:
q; *TW* FR*(x* PR*(TLA; +rb* RBV) + y* SV*(TLA; +rb* RBV -RC)) (8)

where:
qi Part i is needed for quality improvement (0,1)
TW Time won in days
x production solution implemented (0,1)
Y service visit solution implemented (0,1)
FR Failure rate per day
PR Production rate per day
SV Service visits per day
TLAj Total Line Amount for part i
rb increased chance for rebuy because of faster quality improvement
RBV ReBuy Value
RC Repair Costs

Time won

If a problem to the customer's car cannot be solved by the AR and the assistance centers, it is
considered a new problem and a Field Problem Report (FPR) will be generated (see Appendix 11).
The Field Problem Resolution department starts a root cause analysis to determine the cause of the
defect. On average, between 3 and 5 parts need to be returned before the analysis is started. ARs are
obliged to store the exchanged parts until 1 month after the repair. These parts can be requested for
return. Figure 6 compares the current situation with the situation when the warranty return process has
been extended.

For the example outlined in Figure 6, three parts need to be returned before a successful root cause
analysis can be initiated. At the time the decision has been made to start the root cause analysis, 5
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defects have been detected in Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands, again Germany and France. Only
the last 3 detections are within a month after the repair and can be requested for return.

Current situation

• ········..·····1 month .,..............

I I I I I ~~~
0 S NL 0 F 0 0

• • • • • • •,
" ,

TO T1 T2 T3

warranty Parts Return extension
I

• ..····1 month,,, ' . I
I

I I I I I
NL

I

time 1
0 S NL 0 F ~ 0 won I
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• • • • •
I

F I, ,Ir , n •TO T1 T2 T3

TO First failure detection at FPR

T1 Recognition problem needs central
solving

T2 Sufficient parts returned
for root cause analysis

T3 Roll out solution

Figure 6: Impact WPR extension on quality control

The upper part of Figure 6 shows the current situation where a return process is in place only for
Germany. At time T1 only one defective part that can be requested for return has been detected. The

start of the root-cause analysis on T2, is delayed until the 3rd defective part detected in Germany has
been returned. An improvement will be implemented at T3.

The lower part of Figure 6 shows the situation when the Warranty Parts Return process will be
extended. Three defective parts that can be requested for return have been detected at T1. These
three parts can be requested for return immediately. Because of the faster availability of a sufficient
number of defective parts, the time until the start of the root-cause analysis (T2) will be shortened. This

also reduces the time until an improvement has been implemented (T3).

number of Warranty Claims that include part i Prevented

production solution implemented (0,1)
Time won in days
Failure rate of part i per day
Production rate per day

x
TW
FRi

PR

Warranty Claims Prevented

Different types of improvements exist. In some cases an adaptation in the production process will be
made. This means that the number of warranty claims prevented depends on the production rate and

can be expressed by:

WCp; =x *TW *FR; *PR ( 9 )

where:
WCPi
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number of Warranty Claims that include part i Prevented

service visit solution implemented (0,1)

Time won in days

Failure rate of part i per day

Service visits per day

In other cases an adaptation has to be made to the cars already sold. The solution could be

implemented through regular service visits at the AR. The number of warranty claims prevented then

depends on the average number of service visits per day and the additional repair costs made during

the service visit. This can be expressed by:

WCp; =y *TW *FR; *SV ( 10 )

where:

WCPj

y
TW

FRj

SV

Both types of improvements can be implemented simultaneously. Adding formulas 9 and 10 in formula

7, and adding the additional repair costs for the service visit solution leads to the following benefit:

q; *(x*TW* FR* PR*(TLA+FUR)+ y*TW* FR*SV*(TLA + FUR-RC)) (11)

where:

Y
TW

FR;

PR

TLA

FUR

SV

RC

Part i is needed for quality improvement (0,1)

production solution implemented (0,1)

service visit solution implemented (0,1)

Time won in days

Failure rate of part i per day

Production rate per day

Total Line Amount

Value expressing an increase in future revenue

Service visits per day

Additional repair costs during service visit

value expressing increase in future revenue

contribution of quality improvement to rebuy behavior

Rebuy Value

Increase in future revenue

A positive experience during the ownership period, influences the customers' decision for a

repurchase. Moreover, reliable GME cars will result in a more positive experience and an increase in

customer loyalty. Improved quality leads to an increase in future revenue.

To quantify the benefit of increased customer loyalty, two factors are important rebuy behavior (rb) and

the rebuy value (RBV). The rb factor expresses how much the quality improvement contributes to

rebuy behavior of customers. The rebuy value expresses the value future car sales from cars that use

the part.

The increase in future revenue per warranty claim prevented can be expressed by formula 12.
Substituting formula 12 in 11 leads to formula 8.
FUR = rb *REV ( 12 )
where:

FUR

rb
RBV

Supplier Testing

Supplier testing is also called Vendor Cost Recovery (VCR). Suppliers are obliged to test all their

warranty parts that have been returned from Germany to determine which party caused the defect.
This has two advantages for GME. The warranty costs for the parts tested as Vendor Liability (VL) are
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debited from the suppliers. The warranty costs for the parts tested as Failure Not Confirmed (FNC) are

not credited to the ARs. More details are described in Appendix 7.

The VL testing results in Germany are extrapolated to Europe using an Area Proportion (AP) factor.

This means that as e.g. 1000 warranty parts are returned from Germany in a certain period and the
German market is 25% of the total European market, that 4000 warranty claims are debited to the

supplier (also see Appendix 7). Extending WPR does not increase this benefit, because it is already

obtained for all of Europe.

The testing results for FNC are specific per part returned and can not be extrapolated. This benefit

could still be improved through the WPR extension. GME saves the Total Line Amount for each part
tested as FNC. The benefit depends on the number of parts that needs to be tested compared to the

number of warranty claims not credited, also called the FNC-ratio.

At this moment there is no process to test additional parts returned from the other markets. Suppliers
are contractually obliged to test the parts returned from Germany. Because there is no benefit for
suppliers to test extra parts, they will either refuse to perform additional tests or charge costs. GME
can also decide to test the parts in-house or outsource this to a third party. A process to do this needs
to be set up, which will probably lead to investments in testing equipment and the training of

personnel.

Because the warranty claim for parts tested as FNC will not be credited, GME does not obtain
ownership over the part. These parts are returned to the AR. The parts tested not tested as FNC need
to be scrapped. How the benefit of scrapping a part can be expressed will be explained later in this

section.

The benefit of additional testing can be expressed by:

t j *(FNC j *TLA j - STC j + (1- FNC j ) *(VRM j - SCj ))

where:
4 Testing is possible (0,1)
FNCj % Failure Not Confirmed for part i
TLAj Total line amount for part i
STCj Supplier Testing Costs per part i
VRMj Value of the Residual Material
SCj Scrapping Costs

( 13 )

Remanufacturing program

Warranty cores that have been removed from the market can be provided to a remanufacturer. GME
assumes that it receives the core value for each acceptable core that is sold to a remanufacturer (also
see Appendix 10). This assumption is true in many cases, but is not always accurate. The benefit of
returning additional warranty cores to remanufacturers depends on whether the remanufacturer has

several sources to bUy obtain cores from or whether GME is the only source of cores for a particular

remanufacturer. These two situations will be described below:

1. Remanufacturer can obtain cores from several sources
The remanufacturer has several sources to obtain cores from in the situation that the

remanufacturer also is the OEM for new parts or that the remanufacturer is a core broker. In those
cases no direct link exists between the number of cores that GME returns and the amount of
remanufactured parts GME can order. The ERLC functions as a reseller of cores. The OEM buys
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all cores offered by GME and pays the Core Value per accepted core. How the core value is

determined is explained in more detail in Appendix 12.

The benefit per returned warranty core has been expressed as:

a; *CV;

where:

aj approval rate, % of cores accepted for remanufacturing

CVj Core Value for part i

( 14 )

2. GME is the only source ofcores for the remanufacturer

In this situation, the remanufacturer has been contracted to remanufacturer parts specifically for

GME. Cores are provided by GME and these are remanufactured for a certain fee. The amount of

cores returned by GME directly influences the amount of remanufactured parts available for GME.

New parts are substituted to supply any backorders. Each additional core returned leads to less

substitution costs for GME.

Substitution costs can be expressed as (see Appendix 12 for more details):

Csub; = PFCnew; - PFC remOll ;, , ,

where:

Csub.j Substitution costs
PFCnew.i Parts Factory Costs of the new part

PFCreman,j Parts factory Costs of the remanufactured part
The benefit per returned warranty core could be expressed as:

a; *Csub ;

where:

aj approval rate, % of cores accepted for remanufacturing

Csub,i Substitution costs for part i

( 15 )

( 16 )

Benefit ofproviding parts to a remanufacturing program

The returned parts that are not accepted as valid cores are scrapped. Scrapping is further explained

later in this section. The benefit of returning warranty parts can be expressed as:

a; *(k*CV; +1*Csub,;)+((1-a;)*(VRM; -SCi)) (17)

where:
ai approval rate, % of cores accepted for remanufacturing for part i

k Part will be remanufactured by OEM or core broker (0,1)

I Part will be remanufactured specifically for GME (0,1)

CVj Core Value for part i

Csub,i Substitution costs for part I

VRMj Value of the Residual Material

SCi Scrapping Costs

Stock building

Initial stock is needed when a new remanufacturing program is set up. This initial stock is built up with

either new or remanufactured parts. Defective parts are collected and stored when it is expected that

these parts will be used in a new remanufacturing program. Two factors determine the value of a

warranty return used for stock building:

• Substitution; the cost difference between using a defective part or using a new part
• Probability that the stocked part is actually used in a remanufacturing program
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Substitution

The costs of starting a remanufacturing program with new parts are the Parts Factory Costs of the new

parts. When remanufactured parts are used, defective parts are collected and stored until the

remanufacturing program starts. The parts are remanufactured to build the initial stock. The costs of

starting a remanufacturing program with remanufactured parts are the Parts Factory Costs for the

remanufactured part and the inventory costs for storing the part until the remanufacturing program has

been set up.

( 18 )

Parts Factory Costs of the new part

Parts factory Costs of the remanufactured part

Inventory costs

The benefit of each substitution that has been. prevented is the cost difference between these two

options:

PFCnew,; - PFCreman,; - I;

where:

PFCnew,i

PFCreman,i

Ii

Probability that the stocked part is actually used in a remanufacturing program (NRP)

Parts could already collected before it is certain that a new remanufacturing program is set up. Several

steps precede this decision. First a market survey is performed to determine if remanufacturers are
active in the market. If this is the case a Request for Quotation (RfQ) is sent out to get a price

estimate. Based on the prices received, a business case will be developed to determine the feasibility

of the remanufacturing program. The further the process has progressed, the bigger the probability is

that a new remanufacturing program is actually set up.

The stored parts are scrapped if, eventually, the new remanufacturing program is not set up (1-NRP).

How the benefit of scrapping a part can be expressed will be explained later in this section.

The benefit per part for stock building can be expressed as:

(NRP; *(PFCnew ; - PFCreman ;)) + ((1- NRP); * (VRM; -SCi)) - I;, , ( 19 )

where:

NRPj

PFCnew,i

PFCreman,i
Ii
VRM

SCi

Probability that a New Reman Program is set up for part i

Parts Factory Costs of the new part

Parts factory Costs of the remanufactured part

Inventory costs for part i

Value of the Residual Material

Scrapping Costs

Scrap

Defective parts that have been removed from the marketplace are scrapped if no other return option is

available or if the other return options do not bring a benefit to GME.

The two factors involved in determining the value of scrapping a part are the value of the residual

material and the scrapping costs. The benefit for GME is the difference between these two factors.

VRM;-SC;

where:
VRM Value of the Residual Material

SCi Scrapping Costs

( 20 )
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Transportauonandhandlingcos~

The parts are shipped either from the local warehouse to the final disposition or from the central

warehouse.

The transportation and handling costs can be expressed by:

THC/,local-final + THC/,central-final (21 )

THCi.local-final Transportation and Handling Costs for part i from the local warehouse to the final
disposition

THCi.central-final Transportation and Handling Costs for part i from the central warehouse to the final
disposition

5.3 Fast track
In chapter 3 the potential of a fast track has been identified. The differences between a fast track and

a "norma'" return track are the return time and transportation costs. A fast track will therefore only be
beneficial if the return time is an important factor. For the possible return options discussed above, this
is the case for quality control, where the Time Won (TW) is an important factor. The other return option
where return time could be important is the case where GME is the only source of cores for the

remanufacturer.

5.3.1 Fast Track and Quality control

If a Fast Track is in place, the return time could be shortened compared to the situations described in
the previous section and depicted in Figure 6. The three needed parts would be requested for return
immediately after an improvement process has been initiated (T1). The return time for the requested

parts would be shorter than for regular warranty returns. The time until the start of the root-cause
analysis (T2) is shortened again. The time until the improvement has been implemented (T3) is
similarly shortened further.

Fast track
I

• ···············1 month • I
time I

I I I I I
,.... NL won I

I
I

D S NL D F ~D I
I

• • • • •
I

--.. F I, , , ,r •TO T1 T2 T3

TO First failure detection at FPR T2 Sufficient parts returned

T1 Recognition problem needs central
for root cause analysis

solving T3 Roll out solution

Figure 7: Fast track potential

Parts using the fast track will be sent from the AR directly to quality control, for instance with a courier
service. This means that parts are shipped one at a time. This will lead to higher transportation costs
than when parts are consolidated first and then shipped per FTL. The difference of returning parts for
quality control with the fast track compared to the situation where normal return transportation is 'used
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can be found in the factors Time Won and Transportation and Handling Costs. Other factors remain

the same.

5.3.2 Fast Track and Remanufacturing

GME substitutes new parts when an AR orders a remanufactured part and no remanufactured part is
available. If a warranty core can be returned to the remanufacturer faster, it will also be available for

the AR faster, so the substitution of a part could be prevented.

Whether it will save costs when parts are returned faster, depends on the trade-off between additional

transportation costs and savings in the substitution costs. A difficulty in assessing whether a
substitution has been prevented is that if the faster return of a core prevents a substitution now, but
leads to a substitution later. If this is the case the transportation costs have risen while no benefits

were obtained. Whether substitution cost will be saved depends on the on the supply pattern of cores

and the demand pattern for remanufactured parts.

The benefits and costs can be expressed by:

c *Csub,i - THCi,fasl

where:

(22 )

C

CSub,i

THCi,fast

5.4

Probability substitution prevented
Substitution costs for part i
Transportation and Handling Costs for part i from the AR to the remanufacturer using

the fast track

Feasibility of the return options
In the foregoing, the final dispositions for Core Returns and Warranty Returns in Germany have been
established. In other countries these final dispositions are currently not available. This section will

discuss whether these options should be offered in other countries as well.

5.4.1 Final dispositions locally

15 countries are considered for extending the WPR process to (see Appendix 6). These are the

countries for which core return transportation has been established. If parts are to be collected in a
local warehouse and then transported to a final disposition there are two options:

• The final disposition will be set up locally in each country
• Parts are transported from the local warehouse directly to the final dispositions already available in

Germany

Setting up the final dispositions in each country

Qualified personnel and equipment are needed for quality control and supplier testing. The costs to set

up these services in each country are unknown. Transportation and handling costs for shipping the
parts to the central warehouse are saved when the parts are provided for quality control or supplier
testing locally. Whether the extra costs will outweigh the savings in transportation costs is also

unknown. Therefore these options are not taken in to account.

Sending parts to remanufacturers requires the local warehouse to sort and store the parts until a
sufficient amount has been collected to send to a remanufacturer. This will require additional space
and handling at the local warehouse. The costs for additional space and handling are currently not
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known. Besides it will take more time until a FTL has been collected, which could lead to an increase
in costs. When smaller quantities are shipped to the remanufacturers, transportation costs will rise.
Therefore this option will not taken in to account.

Parts could be stored locally for the stock building option. Parts will be stored in 15 different locations,
which will make managing the amount of parts that has been stored cumbersome and difficult.
Besides, when the stored parts are used for a remanufacturing program they have returned to the
central warehouse before sending them to a remanufacturer anyway. So there is no reduction in
transportation costs. Therefore this option is considered as not feasible.

Parts could be scrapped locally. Companies that take care of scrapping or recycling material can be
found anywhere. The scrapping costs and the value of the residual material can differ per country.
Transportation and handling costs for shipping the parts to the central warehouse are saved when the
parts are scrapped locally. A trade-off between the difference in scrapping costs, the value of the
residual material and transportation and handling costs has to be made. This return option is

considered as feasible.

Transport to a central final disposition directly from local warehouse

When parts are sorted in the local warehouse instead of the central warehouse and then sent to each
final disposition handling costs will be shifted from the central warehouse to the local warehouse.
Transportation costs would be larger if parts are transported either part for part or in small lots than
when FTL transportation would be used. If FTL transportation will be used for each final disposition,
the costs would be the same, but the time until a FTL has been collected will be larger which would
increase inventory costs. No additional benefits have been determined. Therefore this option is
considered as not feasible.

5.4.2 Feasible return options

Not every return options that is possible is also feasible for the WPR extension, as has been discussed
in the previous section. Figure 8 provides an overview of the feasible return options.
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Figure 8: Feasible return routings for WPR extension

5.5 Concluding remarks
The possible return options, which could be used for the Warranty Parts Return extension, have been

investigated. The benefits and costs related to each return option have been determined. The benefits
and costs of adding fast tracks for time critical returns have also been discussed. In total, 9 feasible
return options have been identified.

The question that remains is "which warranty parts should be returned via each return option in order
to improve the benefits of Warranty Parts Return?". This is also called gatekeeping. To answer that

question, the value of a warranty part in each return option needs to be determined. In the next
chapter an improved gatekeeping model will be developed to provide an answer to this question.
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Chapter 6

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

Improved gatekeeping

In this chapter an improved gatekeeping model will be developed to answer the research question to
identify which parts should be returned using which return option to improve the benefits of Warranty
Parts Return.

In section 6.1 the current and proposed gatekeeping method of GME and the drawbacks of these
methods are discussed. In section 6.2, the improved gatekeeping method will be developed. In section
6.3, the possibility to derive rules of thumb for the gatekeeping model will be investigated. How the
improved gatekeeping model can be implemented will be discussed in section 6.4. Section 6.5 will
provide concluding remarks.

6.1 GME gatekeeping method
The current gatekeeping method that has been implemented in Germany and the proposed
gatekeeping method for the WPR extension will be discussed in section 6.1.1. Some remarks on the
proposed gatekeeping method are made in section 6.1.2.

6.1.1 GME proposed gatekeeping rule for WPR extension

Which parts will be requested for return and which parts will not be requested for return has been
determined in the gatekeeping guidelines. Gatekeeping has been defined as: making sure that only
those products that should be returned to a certain point in the return network are returned to that
point [14].

The gatekeeping method currently used in Germany consists of 3 steps [44]:
1. Return all warranty parts from cars that are new to the market
2. Return all warranty parts above a part value of 5 for all other cars
3. Leave other warranty parts in the marketplace

This approach is based on the Vendor Cost Recovery (VCR) process. The testing results from
Germany for parts tested as Vendor Liability (VL) are extrapolated to the rest of Europe. See Appendix
7 for more details. Therefore it is necessary that all warranty parts from Germany are returned to the
WPC.

Another approach has been proposed for the WPR extension because the benefits of debiting
suppliers for defects tested as Vendor Liability have already been captured for all of Europe. Therefore
GME has chosen not to copy the German gatekeeping rules for the WPR extension. GME has
proposed start with the option to return warranty cores to the remanufacturing program and leave other
warranty parts in the marketplace:

1. Return all warranty cores to a remanufacturer
2. Leave other parts in the marketplace

Several reasons for this approach have been identified. Warranty cores are a relatively small and
easily identifiable group of parts with an easily identifiable benefit, namely the core value that will be
paid by the remanufacturer for each core that will be returned. Other benefits include Dealer Self
Control, Support of P&A-sales, Dealer Charge Back, Prevent Double Dealer compensation. A detailed
approach, on how the benefits of returning warranty cores from the marketplace have been,
established can be found in Appendix 10.
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6.1.2 Remarks on approach

The approach to only return warranty cores in the Warranty Parts Return extension is not the approach
that maximizes the benefit of the WPR extension. Some remarks on the approach are discussed

below:

Only one return option taken into account

Several reasons for extending the WPR process have been identified in chapter 3. Only returning

warranty cores to the remanufacturing programs and leave the other parts in the marketplace does not
satisfy all these reasons. Other uses and other return options for warranty returns should be included.

Aggregated model

The total benefit has been calculated for the entire group of warranty cores using average values (see
Appendix 10). The only decision that can be made based on this calculation is to return the entire
group of warranty cores or return no warranty cores. A decision on part level is not possible.

6.2 Improved gatekeeping model
The goal of the "improved gatekeeping model" is to select that return option for each part that will
provide the largest benefit to GME. In order to do this the value of a warranty return at a specific final
disposition needs to be determined.

9 feasible return options have been identified for the Warranty Parts Return extension. The value of a
warranty return for each routing can be calculated by adding up the benefits for the three steps in the

return process: remove from the market, consolidate at a warehouse and select final disposition. There
is no benefit for leaVing parts in the market. Therefore this option will not be taken into account any
further.

The benefit of returning a part to a specific return options is expressed in the following way:
REMOVE + CONSOLIDATE + FINALDISPOSITION ( 23 )

The benefit of removing parts from the market consists of Dealer Self Control, support P&A-sales and
prevent Double Dealer Compensation. The benefit of consolidating parts at either a local or central
warehouse consistsof Dealer Charge Back and Transportation & Handling Costs from the AR to the
warehouse. The benefit of the final disposition consists of Transportation and Handling Costs from the
warehouse to the final disposition and the expression for benefit of the specific final disposition.

Substituting the expressions that have been determined in the previous chapter in formula 23 leads to
the following expression where final disposition stands for the expression of the specific final

disposition:

(DSC*(PFC; +PMU; + LCex -LCno-eJ) + (CST; *(NP; -PFC;)) + (wj *CVJ

+ ((1- RR;) *TLA;) - (THCi,AR-JocaJ + THCi,JocaJ-cenlraJ) - (THCi,/ocaJ-finaJ + THCi,cen,raJ-finaJ) ( 24 )

+ FINALDISPOSITION

The value of returning the part with a return option can be determined by substituting the appropriate
expression for final disposition in formula 24. These expressions have been determined in section 4.2
and will be summarized here:
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2. Scrap locally

VRM;,local - SC;,/ocal (20 )

3. Quality control

q; *TW* FR*(x* PR*(TLA; +rb* RBV) + y*SV*(TLA; +rb* RBV -RC)) ( 8 )

4. Supplier testing

t; * (FNC; *TLA; - STC; + (1- FNC;) * (VRM; - SC;)) ( 13 )

5. Scrap central

VRM;,central - SC;,centrol (20 )

6. Remanufacture

a; *(k*CV; +Z*Csub,;) + ((1-a;)*(VRM; -SCi)) ( 17 )

7. Stock building

(NRP; * (PFCnew,; -PFCreman,;)) + ((1-NRP); * (VRM; -SC;))-I; ( 19 )

8. Quality control via fast track

q; *TW* FR*(x* PR*(TLA; +rb* RBV) + y* SV*(TLA; +rb* RBV -RC)) ( 8 )

9. Remanufacturing via fast track

c * Csub,; - THC;,fast (22 )

The benefit that can be obtained by returning a specific warranty part is the maximum of the values
calculated for each of the 9 return options. An Excel program has been developed to show how the

improved gatekeeping model works. An example has been provided in Appendix 13. The manual of
this program can be found in Appendix 14.

6.3 Rules of thumb
This section will investigate whether rules of thumb can be derived from the gatekeeping model

presented in section 6.2. Section 6.3.1 will discuss which rules of thumb are considered. In section
6.3.2 a gatekeeping rule based on the rules of thumb deducted in section 6.3.1 will be set up.

6.3.1 Which rules of thumb are considered?

Most return options are only available for a limited number of parts and/or for short periods of time.
Because of these limitations, in most cases only one or two return options are available for a particular

part.

The benefit for improved P&A-sales is only applicable for parts for which 3rd party remanufacturers are
active. Double dealer compensation and providing parts to a remanufacturer are only available for

parts for which a remanufacturing program has been set up. Removing parts for quality control is only

needed when an improvement process has been initiated. Whether supplier testing will be possible
depends on if testing procedure and equipment is available, which is currently not the case. Stock

building is only applicable when a new remanufacturing program will be set up.

At this moment, the distribution of parts among the five final dispositions that have been considered, is
as follows: remanufacturing 15%, scrap 85%, quality control, supplier testing and stock building can be
considered as exceptions. A situation where a choice between two exceptions has to be made will

therefore be considered so rare that it will not be taken into account for the rules of thumb. Other
alternatives will be looked into.
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Because the base of the benefit is the same (formula 24) only the parameters that differ between two
options will be examined. These are the expressions for the final dispositions and the transportation
and handling costs.

(25 )
VRMi./oca' - SCi,local - THCi,local_scrap

Scrap locally versus scrap centrally

Warranty parts will be scrapped when no other final disposition is available for these parts. Whether

parts should be scrapped locally or centrally depends on the benefits and costs for each option. In
formula 25 the parameters that are similar for scrapping locally and scrapping centrally from formula
24 have been subtracted. A trade-off can be made, where parts should be scrapped centrally if:

VRMi,ceniral - SCi,central - (THCi,local-ce1l1ral + THCi,ceniral-scrap) >

GME currently employs the assumption that the value of the residual material offsets the scrapping
costs [39][41]. Determining whether this is true in all cases has not been part of this research.
Therefore this assumption will be employed. Parts should then be scrapped centrally if:

THCi,local-celllral + THCi,cemral-scrap < THCi,local-scrap (26 )

The left part of this equation shows the transportation and handling costs from the local warehouse to
the central warehouse and from the central warehouse to the scrapper. The right part shows the
transportation and handling costs from the local warehouse to a scrapper. It is not difficult to assess
that the left part of this equation will most likely be larger than the right part in most cases.

The rule of thumb that can be deducted is:
If parts should be scrapped, scrap them locally

When to remove parts from the marketplace and scrap locally?

The only options and benefits available for each part and at all times are Dealer Self Control, Dealer
Charge Back and Scrapping.

These factors combined can be expressed as:

(1- RRi) *TLA; + DSC * (PFC; + PMUi + LCex - LCllo_eJ + VRMi - SCi (27 )

If the benefit expressed in this formula is larger that the transportation and handling costs, a part
should be returned from the market and be scrapped. Parts will be scrapped locally as has been
derived above. The labor costs for a warranty claim that includes part exchange and one that does not
include part exchange are assumed the same [21] and the value of the residual material offsets the
scrap costs.
Parts should be removed from the market place if the benefits outweigh the transportation and

handling costs:

(1- RRi) *TLAi + DSC *(PFC; + PMUi) > THCAR-Iocal + THClocal_scrap ( 28 )
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The current estimation for the percentage DSC, DCB are both 5% [21] and the current estimation for

the transportation and handling costs is 10 per part [21]. This means when Total Line Amount, Parts

Factory Costs and Parts MarkUp added up have a value of 200 or more, that parts should be

returned from the market and scrapped locally. For only 1,7% of the warranty claims, this value lies

below 200 [28].

The rule of thumb that can be deducted is:

Remove aI/ parts from the market and if no other return option is available scrap local/y.

Remanufacturing

If a part is in a remanufacturing program two alternatives exist: Provide the part to a remanufacturer or

scrap the part.

( 30 )

Filling in formula 24 for both alternatives leads to the following trade-off. Scrapping will be done locally,

as has been determined above. Parts should be provided to a remanufacturer if:

k * CV; + I *Csub i - THCi local-central - THCi central-reman >, , . ,

VRMi,/ocal - SCi/ocal - THCi,local-scrap

Transportation and handling costs from AR to the central warehouse have been determined at 10
[21]. So transportation costs from local to the central warehouse will be lower. For about 93% of the

parts provided for remanufacturing, the Core Value will be paid. For about 7% of the parts returned for

remanufacturing the substitution costs will be saved. (see Appendix 15)

If the average Core Value is 70 [21]. the average substitution costs have been estimated at 100
(see Appendix 12) and the assumption that the value of the residual material offsets the scrapping

costs is employed, it is easy to deduct that the right part of the equation will almost always be larger.

The rule of thumb that can be deducted is:
If a part is in a remanufacturing program, it should be provided to a remanufacturing program.

Remanufacturing using the fast track

As has already been explained in section 5.4, the benefit of returning a part for remanufacturing with

the fast track depends on whether a substitution can be prevented now and whether he prevented

substitution does not lead to an additional substitution at a later date. Supply and demand patterns

need to be known before a valid claim on how much the benefit would be can be made. This is

currently unknown and is a topic for further research.

A rule of thumb can not be deducted.

( 29 )
- THCi,local_ final > VRMi,local - SCi./ocal - THCi,cemral_ final

Supplier testing

If supplier testing is possible, parts should be returned for supplier testing if the part is not in a

remanufacturing program and the benefit of testing is larger than the benefit of scrapping the part:

t i *(FNCi *TLAi - STCi + (1- FNCi ) *(VRMi,central - SCi,central)) - THCi,local-central
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Currently it is not possible to test parts returned with the extended WPR process. Returning parts for
supplier testing would only lead to extra transportation hand handling cost. A rule of thumb can not be
deducted.

Quality control

If a part is requested for quality control, other two alternatives exist: provide the part to a
remanufacturer or scrap the part.

A part should be return for quality control instead of to a remanufacturing program if:
TW *FR*(a* PR *(TLAi +rb* RBV) +b* SV*(TLAi +rb* RBV -RC))+

THCi,central-quality > ai *(k *Cv, +1* Csub,i) + «(1- ai) * (VRMi - SCi)) + THCi,central-reman
(31 )

The transportation and handling costs for the short distance transportation from the central warehouse
to the final dispositions are assumed the same. The average benefit of returning a part to a
remanufacturing program is on average 70 for the core value and 100 for a saving of substitution
costs, as has been determined above. Almost 99% of the warranty claims already has a Total Line
Amount of 110 or more [28]. If the production rate is 800 and the failure rate is 1 in 12.000. This
means that it is beneficial to return a part for quality control when at least 15 (12000 / 800) days are
won. If the other benefits are taken into account, this time will drop. The time difference will be more
than 15 days for almost all cases [46]. Even if the TLA would be the only benefit and all parts returned
for remanufacturing would have a benefit of 100, it would be beneficial to return 99% of the parts for
quality control.

A similar reasoning can be made for scrapping parts. The benefit of scrapping is lower than that for
remanufacturing, as has been deducted above. The time difference needed will therefore be even
lower.

The rule of thumb that can be deducted is:
If a part is needed for quality control, it should be returned for quality control at all times

Quality control using fast track

As has been explained in section 4.3, the difference between quality control using the fast track or the
normal track is the time won and transportation costs. Formulas 32 and 33 show how formula 12 can
be adapted for both situations.

q .*TW *FR*(x* PR*(TLA. +rb* RBV)+y*SV*(TLA +
I fast' t I

rb* RBV -RC))-THCfast

q; *TWextens;on *FR *(X *PR * (TLA; + rb * RBV) + y *SV * (TLA j +

rb *RBV - RC)) - THCexlension

( 32 )

( 33 )

( 34)

A part should be returned with the fast track if the additional benefits outweigh the additional costs.
This is expressed as:

(TWfast - TWextension) *«FR *x * PR * (TLAi + rb * RBV) + (FR * y *SV *

(TLAi + rb *RBV - RC)) > (THCfast - THCextensim,)
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Suppose a production solution will be implemented, y =O. This leads to:
THC -THC .

(TLA. + rb *RBV) > fast extensIon
I (TWfast -TWextension) *FR *PR

Again, a production rate of 8000 and a failure rate of 1 in 12.000 are assumed. The normal

transportation cost are assumed at 10 and the transportation costs for the fast track at 100. The

difference in time won between the extension and the fast track has been assumed at 15 days.

(TLAi + rb *RBV) > 100 -10 =90
(30-15)* _1_*800

12000

(35 )

In this example the fast track should be used when the Total Line Amount and the rebuy value are at

least 90. About 95% of warranty claims has a TLA of 160 or more [28], which would lead to a

difference in time won of 8 days in this example.

A similar calculation can be made for the service visit solution.

The rule of thumb that can be deducted is:
If a part is needed for quality control, it should be returned with the fast track

Stock building

The alternative for parts for which the stock building option is available is scrapping. Because a

remanufacturing program has not been set up, this option is unavailable. Scrapping will be done

locally, as has been determined above. Filling in formula 24 for both alternatives leads to the following

trade-off. Parts should be stored for to a stock building if:

NY; *(PFCnew ; - PFCreman;) + (1 - NRP); *(VRM; eemral - SCi central) -I; -" ,.

THCi,loeal-eemral - THC;,eentra'-final > VRMi,loeal - SCi./oeal - THCi,loeal-final
(36 )

The assumption that the value of the residual material offsets the scrapping costs will be employed.

Rewriting formula 36 then leads to:

NRP; * (PFCnew,; - PFCreman,;) > I; + THC;,1oea'-eentra' + THC;,eentra'-final - THC;,1oeo'-final ( 37 )

Transportation and handling costs from AR to the central warehouse have been determined at 10. So

transportation costs from local to the central warehouse will be lower. The price for short distance

transportation locally and centrally is assumed the same. The inventory costs are currently estimated

at 0, because an existing Service Provider performs this service free of charge, as goodwill [39]. This

means if the chance a new remanufacturing program will be set up is 50%, it is beneficial to store parts

if the difference between the PFC of new and remanufactured part is at least 20. This i.s the case for

most parts [28].

The rule of thumb that can be deducted is:
If a business case is being developed to set up a future remanufacturing program, parts should be

stored.
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6.3.3 Gatekeeping rule based on rules of thumb

Rules of thumb have been determined for most return options. These can be combined to a
gatekeeping rule:

1. Return all parts needed for quality control with the fast track to the ITDC
2. Store all parts for which a business case is being developed to set up a future

remanufacturing program
3. Return all warranty cores to a remanufacturing program.
4. Remove all other parts from the market and scrap them locally.

6.4 Implementation
The current gatekeeping process will be explained in section 6.4.1. In section 6.4.2 three approaches
of how the improved gatekeeping model can be added to the current gatekeeping process are
identified. A conclusion on what approach to use is made in section 6.4.3.

6.4.1 Gatekeeping process

GME is notified of a warranty claim when the AR enters the claim into the Dealer Management
System. The DMS is linked to the European Warranty System (NEWS). Parts are requested for return
based on the information accompanying the warranty claim. The AR can be notified of the request in
two ways:

• Downloads in the DMS
Which parts have been selected for return is downloaded into the DMS regularly through
NEWS. Currently, parts are selected based on part value. When a warranty claim is entered
into the DMS, the AR is notified immediately that the part has been requested for return.

• Exception notes

Exception notes are mostly used for safety-related defects or requests for specific parts. After
NEWS has validated the warranty claim and GME received the claim, an exception note is
created centrally and sent to the AR. Parts are selected based on model, model-year, labor
operation number, dealer number or NSC number. This method is slower and requires more
labor, but can request specific parts better.

A more detailed overview is provided in Appendix 3 (Figure 12, steps 2-8).

6.4.2 Three approaches for implementation

Three approaches on how to implement the improved gatekeeping model have been determined.

1. NEWS makes calculation for each warranty claim
A module, added to NEWS, will calculate the value of each warranty return in a final disposition using
the formulas presented in section 6.2 and the values for each parameter determined in Appendix 16.
The AR is notified to return the part after NEWS has validated the claim.
The benefit of this approach is that each part will be sent to that final disposition that gives the
maximum benefit to GME. A drawback is that data on each parameter for each part are required to
make the calculations. Therefore it will be difficult to keep the system up-to-date.
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2. Downloads into the DMS
A list of parts that should be returned to each final disposition is downloaded into the OMS. When the

AR enters a warranty claim he is notified whether to return the part immediately. Instead of making a
calculation for each warranty claim, the calculation which parts to return to which final dispositions has
been made beforehand based average values and break-even points. The rules of thumb established

in the previous section can be used.
The benefit of this approach is that it requires low maintenance once the rules of thump have been
developed. A drawback is that the rules of thump will be less accurate than making the entire

calculation for each warranty claim.

3. Exception notes
Exception notes can only be used to request parts that originally have been left in the market by
NEWS and the OMS. The AR is notified to return the part when he receives the exception note. The
approach to calculate the value for each warranty claim per final disposition or to make use of rules of
thumb can both be used. The benefits and drawbacks are the same as those mentioned above. An
additional drawback of the exception notes is the labor involved.

6.4.3 Choose implementation approach

An acceptable solution for GME requires low maintenance and should not require large investments,
especially in IT. Because of these requirements and that for most return options convincing rules of
thumb have been derived, the second implementation approach is recommended.
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Chapter 7 Outsourcing

extension
the Warranty Parts Return

In this chapter the sUb-assignment "contract a service provider to perform Warranty Parts Return" will

be worked out. GME intends to outsource a single location warehousing facility, as already mentioned
in section 3.3. The research questions "What are the reasons for outsourcing the ERLC?" and "What is

the best service provider to perform the Warranty Parts Return?" will be answered. A supplier selection

model to select the best service provider will be developed.

In section 7.1, the reasons to outsource the ERLC will be discussed and compared to literature on

outsourcing. In section 7.2, the outsourcing process of GME will be analyzed and compared to various
frameworks provided in literature. The role of supplier selection in the outsourcing process will also be

discussed. The complexity of the services to be outsourced will be determined in section 7.3, in order
to find out what type of criteria to focus on in order to meet the goal of the supplier selection. In section

7.4 the actual model will be presented and explained. In section 7.5 concluding remarks are provided.

7.1 What are the reasons to outsource the ERLC?
GME has proposed to outsource the European Reverse Logistics Center. This section will discuss the
reasons behind the decision to outsource.

7.1.1 Literature review

Three driving forces behind an outsourcing decision have been identified, [1]:
1. Focus on core competencies

A company's core competence concerns those resources that are fundamental to a company's
strategic position. The focus on core competence involves a strategic standpoint, which means
that the company's core competence ought to be retained in-house, while complementary
resources can be purchased from outside.

2. Cost efficiency reasons

A compelling consideration for outsourcing is if it is calculated that an external source can
supply a component or service more cost efficiently than one can make it oneself.

3. Financial problems

If a company has financial problems, then it might need to slim down the business and release
its hold on certain resources in favor of external parties.

The outsourcing is more successful if it is based on strategic decisions including focus on core

competence and cost efficiency considerations rather than being an emergency action prompted by
financial problems. [1][3]

7.1.2 GME decision

This decision concerns outsourcing warehousing activities. Transportation has already been
outsourced. Several reasons for outsourcing the warehousing activities have been discerned by GME,

[39]. They can be sorted into two of the driving forces identified in section 7.1.1:
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Focus on core competencies

• Warehousing is no core activity
The core competencies of GME are design, manufacturing and marketing automobiles and

automotive parts. Warehousing is an activity supporting the core competencies.
Cost efficiency reasons

• Combine different return flows

The larger the return flow, the lower the handling costs per part are. Outsourcing the extended

WPR, creates the possibility to combine the flow of additional warranty parts with other part
flows.

• Possibly combine warehousing with other companies

A service provider might provide the similar service for other customers. So the warehouse
can be split among several companies. This reduces the cost per company.

• No capital expenditures
GME does not have to invest in a building and equipment.

• SP is specialized in performing these activities

Warehousing is a core competence for a Service Provider. A SP will therefore specialize its
knowledge in this area, to perform the warehousing activities more efficient.

• Saving on wage and benefit payments
Employees working for a SP, would be paid according to another collective labor agreement
than employees working in a GME operated warehouse. This saves wage and benefit

payments.

7.1.3 Conclusion

The reasons behind the intention to outsource the warehouse facility for extending WPR, can be
divided into "focus on core competence" and "cost efficiency considerations". In literature, the outcome
of a decision based on these driving forces, has been identified as more likely to be successful than a
decision not based on other factors.
It has been concluded that the ERLC is a valid activity to outsource.

7.2 The outsourcing process at GME
A service provider can be seen as the supplier of a specific service. Choosing a service provider to
perform certain activities on behalf of GME will therefore be referred to as supplier selection. Supplier
selection is a sub-process of the outsourcing process. The outsourcing process of GME will be
analyzed and compared to frameworks found in literature, to determine in what stage of the

outsourcing process a supplier selection model can be used best.

7.2.1 Literature review
An outsourcing process can be structured in 4 stages [1][2][5][11][15][17]:

1. Problem formulation

An outsourcing process begins by recognizing that outsourcing is viable option to solve a

problem. What exactly needs to be achieved by outsourcing must be defined. Support from the

senior management has to be obtained.
2. Formulation of criteria

Quality, cost, capacity and delivery capability traditionally are used to evaluate distribution
providers. Other criteria that are used now for selecting a third-party logistics service provider
are references provided by current customers, cultural compatibility, financial strength, depth
of management expertise, flexibility, and information systems capabilities.
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3. Qualification
A bidders list with potentially suitable service providers is set up. These service providers are
screened on the criteria that have been determined in the previous step.
Supplier qualification comes down to sorting suppliers into different clusters (e.g. acceptable
and not acceptable) while the final choice phase consists of ranking a number of acceptable
suppliers. Initially, service capabilities are considered without reference to price quotes.
Suppliers that meet the requirements are then evaluated on costs.

4. Final selection
The final selection involves a high degree of communication between the buying team and
supplier personnel. After the final screening stage that involves analysis, bargaining and good
judgement, the final selection often depends on the degree of trust between the parties.

7.2.2 Outsourcing process at GME

The supplier selection process at GME can also be divided in 4 stages that correspond with the stages
found in literature. Several parties are involved: Stakeholder (in this case GME-A), Purchasing
department (GM-Fiat Worldwide Purchasing) and third-party logistics providers (3PL). The
stakeholders and the purchasing department together form the buying team. The supplier selection
process consists of the following steps:

1. Define and review scope of work
The stakeholder initiates the process by defining the scope of work, specifications and by
securing funds. In the scope of work the problem will be formulated and the operational criteria
will be defined. This forms the basis for the Request for Quotation. This corresponds with
steps 1 &2 distinguished in section 7.2.1.

2. Create bidders list, send Request for Quotation (RfQ)
The purchasing department creates a bidders list, with service providers that are expected to
be able to deliver the required services. The RfQ is sent to these suppliers. Based on this
information suppliers make an offer. This corresponds with a part of step 3 distinguished in
section 7.2.1.

3. Technical release based on quality, service and technical aspects;
During the technical release, the stakeholder selects the service providers that meet the
minimum criteria, based on the response on the RfQ and information meetings. Only those
selected 3PL are allowed to enter price negotiations. This way, only the service providers that
meet the stakeholder's criteria, will have a chance to "win the business". This corresponds with
the second part of step 3 distinguished in section 7.2.1.

4. Price negotiations.
The final selection is made based on price. The purchasing department negotiates with the
suppliers that have been selected by the stakeholder. The cheapest supplier is chosen. This
corresponds with step 4, distinguished in section 7.2.1.

7.2.3 Role of a supplier selection model

GME's goal is to select the best supplier, where best is defined as capable to perform the activities
requested with the quality requested against the lowest cost. This is expressed in the supplier
selection process, where in the technical release all suppliers capable to perform the activities
(acceptable suppliers) are pre-selected. The cheapest of those is finally selected.

The consideration between capability and price is a source of conflicting interests. In spite of the
formal division of pre-selection and the final selection, there still is discussion between the stakeholder
and the purchaser. The stakeholder will be responsible to manage the purchased service. It is in his
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interest, that a 3PL is selected that will be easy to manage. The purchaser is primarily interested in
selecting a more affordable, possibly less skilled, supplier. Therefore the stakeholder might find fewer
suppliers acceptable than the purchaser.

The supplier selection model will be designed to provide a structured approach in selecting a third
party warehousing provider. The model must be able to weigh different criteria from each party
involved in a satisfactory manner for entire buying team.

To achieve this, the possible suppliers will not only be sorted into acceptable vs. not acceptable based
on minimum criteria, but also be ranked. The ranking will provide the stakeholder and purchaser with a

structured overview why one supplier is considered "more acceptable" than another. It will also provide
the stakeholder with more structured arguments to drop a "barely acceptable" supplier from the list.

7.3 What decision criteria to focus on?
As explained in the previous section, the suppliers should be ranked in the technical release phase. A
score on decision criteria will be determined, to help bring the stakeholder and purchaser in
concordance with each other. What type of criteria to focus on during supplier selection depends on
the complexity of the service that will be outsourced.

7.3.1 Complexity of the service to be outsourced

The degree of complexity depends on the number of services included (single or multiple bundled

services); the tangibility of the service definition; whether focus is on handling or value adding; whether
focus is on execution of activities or management; and whether the service is pre-defined and stable or
if development and re-engineering is part of the scope. [1] Also see Figure 9.

Single services ... ~ Multiple and bundled services

Tangible service definitions ... ~ Intangible outcome requirements

Handling focus ... ~ Value adding focus

Execution of activities ... ~ Management

Stable service definition ... ~ Development and re-
engingeering solution

Degree of complexity of service

Figure 9: Advanced versus basic logistics services [1]

The selection criteria associated with a basic logistics service have been defined as basic skills,
capacity, equipment and costs. The selection criteria associated with an advanced logistics service
have been determined as cultural compatibility, financial strength, depth of management expertise,
flexibility and information systems capabilities [1 ][11].
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7.3.2 Complexity of the ERLC

As has been described in the chapters 3 and 4, GME intends to outsource a single location
warehouse, the European Reverse Logistics Center, to perform Warranty Parts Return. The

complexity of this service has been analyzed using the factors determined in section 7.3.1.

Single services or multiple and bundled services

The ERLC will accommodate 2 return processes: Warranty returns and Core returns.

Activities included in outsourcing the ERLC are [33]:

• Creating and distributing return documentation for warranty returns

• Warehousing (parts registering, handling, matching return versus request, sort, store, pack
and prepare for shipping)

• Short distance transportation

• Online inventory management

• Reporting

The total service to be outsourced consists of 5 different activities for two return processes. The ERLC
can be classified as an advanced logistics service for this parameter.

Tangible service definitions or intangible outcome requirements

The service definitions in the current ECRC and WPC are quite simple and stable. The number of
parts, retrieval rates and timeliness are measured. These are all tangible service definitions.

Therefore, for this parameter, the ERLC has been classified as a basic logistics service.

Handling focus or value adding focus

The outsourced ERLC will receive returns, match these with the parts requested and will ensure the

delivery of the parts to the destinations for analysis or reuse. This is a pure handling focus. No value is
added in these steps directly.
The ERLC has been classified as a basic logistics service for this parameter.

Execution ofactivities or management

GME will provide the return requests. The ERLC will make sure these parts are returned and delivered
for further handling. The ERLC will have the broad responsibility to manage and improve the
operation. The ERLC is also responsible for management reporting and maintaining online inventory.

The ERLC has been classified as in between basic and advanced logistics service for this parameter.

Stable service definition or development and reengineering of solution

The available capacity needs to be expandable. A pilot is planned for a limited number of countries, for

a limited number of parts. This is likely to be expanded. The ERLC is also expected to improve its
operation over time in such a way to at least off set costs of inflation.

The service definition on the amount of returns and the cost structure are likely to change over time.

There is no question of reengineering. The ERLC has been classified as in between basic and
advanced logistics service for this parameter.
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7.3.3 Conclusion

The complexity of the service varies per parameter. For two parameters the service has been
classified as a basic logistics service, for two parameters as in between basic and advanced logistics
service and on one parameter as advanced logistics service. The conclusion has been drawn that the
ERLC can be categorized as moderately advanced logistics service.

Because the ERLC has been categorized as a moderately advanced logistics service, no clear
emphasis can be placed on either set of criteria determined for the basic of advanced logistics service.
The cost factor for each set of criteria differs. Costs are an important factor for the basic logistics
service, while for the advanced logistics service the skill of the service provider is more important. This
difference should be expressed in the selection model.

7.4 Supplier Selection
As has been determined in section 7.2.3, supplier selection will consist of sorting and ranking. First
suppliers will be sorted into two groups: acceptable and not acceptable. How this will be done is
described in section 7.4.1. Acceptable suppliers will be ranked using a weighing model. This will be
discussed in section 7.4.2.

7.4.1 Sort suppliers
A disadvantage of a weighing-model, to be used in the ranking step, is that bad results in one area can
be compensated by good results in another area. A Service Provider (SP) that does not satisfy the
minimum requirement on one criterion can compensate this by a very good result on other criteria.
Therefore it is important to sort all SP into acceptable vs. not acceptable based on a set of minimum
requirements, before they are being ranked.

The minimum requirement for a SP is, that it is able to perform the activities GME wishes to outsource.
Therefore the operational criteria that have been defined in the RfQ [33] will be used as the minimum
requirements. The operational criteria are comparable to the criteria of focus associated with a basic
logistics service. The minimum requirements have been subdivided into basic skills, location and
equipment. An overview of the criteria determined for the basic skills, location and equipment can be
found in Appendix 17.

7.4.2 Rank suppliers

Supplier selection decisions are complicated by the fact that various criteria must be considered in the
decision-making process. The criteria may have quantitative as well as qualitative dimensions and
may also be conflicting [15]. Various multi-criteria decision tools have been developed. A multi-criteria
weighing model based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) will be applied, because of its ability to
handle complex and ill-structured problems and to mix qualitative and quantitative criteria. [12]

The approach to rank suppliers is based on distinguishing between basic and advanced logistics
services. The importance of the companies' skill and price setting differs for these two types of
activities, as has been concluded in section 7.3.3. The AHP ranking model has been presented in
Figure 10.

The top of the hierarchy is the "goal", to select a supplier. The decision the select a supplier will be
determined by several criteria. Each criterion is built-up out of several sub-criteria. The score for each
alternative (the Service Providers) is determined by pairwise comparisons on the sub-criteria. Pairwise
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comparisons must be made on each level to determine the relative weight of each criterion and sub
criterion. The final score can be is determined by multiplying the scores in the hierarchy. All weights
and scores will be normalized. An example on how AHP works has been developed using internet
based web-HIPRE software [37] and provided in Appendix 18.

Select Service
Provider

Price I skill ratio
basic

Price I skill ratio
Advanced

Basic Logistics
Services

Price Basic
Logistics
Service

Advanced
Logistics
Services

Price Advanced
Logistics
Services

Service Provider

Service Provider

2

Service Provider
3

Figure 10: AHP hierarchy supplier selection

The Basic Logistics Service and Advanced Logistics Service blocks in Figure 10 both represent a
black box of an AHP hierarchy to determine weight of each Service Provider (SP) on both services.
The AHP hierarchies of the Basic and Advanced Logistics Service have been further detailed and can
be found in Appendix 17.

The minimum criteria defined in Appendix 17 are used to determine the score for the basic logistics
service. The criteria used for ranking the suppliers on the advanced logistics service have been
determined based on interviews at GME, interview with a potential 3PL and by suggestions found in
literature [15][16]. An overview these criteria can also be found in Appendix 17.

The AHP hierarchies from Figure 10 and Appendix 17 are kept relatively flat for two reasons:
1. Expected data availability

The more levels the hierarchy possesses, the more detailed the criteria need to be defined. To
be able to make pairwise comparisons, this also means that detailed information from each
supplier needs to be extracted. Most information will be obtained from Q&A-sessions with
suppliers. Information is always based on what a supplier is willing to tell. Therefore very
detailed information might not be explicitly available or easily comparable. This makes
comparing on such detailed level difficult.
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2. Workload for the decision maker:

The more criteria are added, the more pair-wise comparisons need to be made. In the current
example with 3 possible SP, 3 pairwise comparisons have to be made per sub-criterion. This

number rises qUickly if more suppliers have to be ranked. For instance 6 pairwise comparisons
per sub-criterion have to be made when ranking 4 SP and already 10 per sub-criterion when
ranking 5 SP. To keep the workload within limits, the number of lowest level criteria is kept
relatively small.

7.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter the sub-assignment "contract a service provider to perform Warranty Parts Return" has

been worked out. The research questions "What are the reasons for outsourcing the ERLC?" and
"What is the best service provider to perform the WPR process?" have been answered.

It has been concluded that the reasons to outsource the ERLC correspond with the strategic decision
to focus on core competence and that a service provider can run a warehouse more cost efficient than
GME. Therefore the ERLC is a valid activity to outsource.

A supplier selection model has been designed that provides a structured approach in selecting a third

party warehousing prOVider. By distinguishing between basic and advanced logistics services, the
model is able to weigh different the criteria in a satisfactory manner for entire buying team.
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Chapter 8

Warranty Parts Return in Europe

Conclusions and recommendations

In this chapter, the main conclusions and recommendations will be provided. The conclusions refer to

the results of the redesigns and how these can be implemented. In the recommendations, areas that
need further investigation will be highlighted.

8.1 Conclusions
The conclusions per area of research will be provided in the sections 8.1.1, 8.1.2 and 8.1.3. The

assignment that has been defined in chapter 3 has been repeated here:

Determine how the extended Warranty Parts Return process can be integrated in the current logistics
network. Improve the benefits of the Warranty Parts Return process by considering additional return

tracks and by determining a selection of additional warranty parts for return. Extend the Warranty Parts
Return process to main European markets by selecting a service provider to perform Warranty Parts

Return.

8.1.1 Integrating the extended WPR process in the current logistics network

The current logistics network has been characterized as a combination between an "Assembly
product-remanufacturing" and a "Re-usable item network". It has been concluded that the current

logistics network is set up well for reverse distribution and can be further extended for Warranty Parts

Return.

Concluded is that a merge in the goodsflows of warranty and core returns is possible, but the
information flows should remain separate. This means that the core and warranty return processes
can share a warehouse but that it should remain separate processes.

The impact of the additional volume of the goodsflow generated by extending Warranty Parts Return
on the logistics network layout and the cost structure will be minimal. Extending Warranty Parts Return

will therefore not cause problems in the rest of the logistics network.

Finally, the transportation structure currently in place for core returns can also be used for the return of
additional warranty parts, because a merge of the goodsflows of core and warranty returns is possible.

The extended WPR process can be integrated in the current logistics network by merging the EWPC
and the ECRC and by using the transportation structure currently in place for core returns.

8.1.2 Improving the extended Warranty Parts Return process

9 return options have been determined as feasible for the extended WPR process, instead of only
returning warranty cores to a remanufacturing program as proposed by GME. For each return option
an expression has been developed with which the value of returning a part to that option for GME can
be calculated. These expressions have been developed at a part level.

The improved gatekeeping model calculates the benefit of returning each part to each return option.
The return option that provides the highest value to GME can be selected for each part. A drawback of
this approach is that lots a data are required for each part to be able to make to calculations. This
makes the model more difficult to implement and maintain.
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Rules of thumb have been derived from the improved gatekeeping model. The rules of thumb will have

a slightly worst performance than the improved gatekeeping model, but they are easier to implement
and maintain. Implementing these rules of thumb is recommended.

Implementing the improved gatekeeping model or the rules of thumb will improve the benefits of the
extended Warranty Parts Return process.

8.1.3 Extending the WPR process

It has been concluded that the reasons to outsource the ERLC can be categorized as a "focus on core

competence" and "cost efficiency considerations". This corresponds with literature on outsourcing

logistics activities. Outsourcing the warehousing activities based on these reasons therefore is
considered as a valid decision.

A supplier selection model has been designed to provide a structured approach in selecting the best
third party warehousing provider, where best is defined as capable to perform the activities requested

with the quality requested against the lowest cost. The model is able to weigh different criteria for the
buying team in a satisfactory manner by first sorting potential suppliers into acceptable vs. not
acceptable categories and then ranking suppliers based on their skills on basic & advanced logistics
services and price. The final selection Should be made based on the scores of the ranking model, but

also on the degree of trust between the buying team and the supplier.

A multi-criteria weighing model based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process should be applied for the
ranking step, because of its ability to handle complex and ill-structured problems and to mix qualitative
and quantitative criteria.

This approach to supplier selection improves the current situation because it prOVides structure for the
buying team. A clear distinction is made in the activities for which price is the predominant selection
criterion and the activities for which the company's skill is the predominant selection criterion. With this

distinction a better choice for the best supplier can be made.

Implementing the supplier selection model will improve the selection process to select the best service

provider to outsource the warehousing activities associated with Warranty Parts Return to.

8.1.4 To what extend has the project goal been reached?

The project goal defined in chapter 3 has been repeated here:

Extend the warranty parts return process to the main European markets to increase quality feedback,
to remove parts from the marketplace, improve dealer administration and to reduce warranty spending.

Outsourcing a warehouse to collect the parts requested for return enables the actual return of
additional warranty parts for increased quality feedback, removal of parts from the marketplace,

improved dealer administration and reduced warranty spending. The supplier selection model to select

the service provider to perform this warehousing has been developed.

The improved gatekeeping model that has been developed is able to select the return option that will
provide the largest benefit to GME for each part. Selecting the best return option for each warranty

part will increase quality feedback, remove parts from the marketplace, improve dealer administration
and reduce warranty spending.
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8.2 Recommendations
Areas for further investigation will be highlighted in this section.

Combine parts return with other companies

The cost efficiency of combining the warehousing activities of the two parts return processes has

already been determined. Combining the pick-up of parts at a local level with the return processes of

other companies or competitors could bring additional savings in transportation costs. Further research

is needed to determine what the benefits and costs would be.

Fast track and remanufacturing

The benefits of using the fast track for remanufacturing depend on the trade-off between additional

transportation costs and savings in the substitution costs. A difficulty in assessing whether a

substitution has been prevented is that if the faster return of a core prevents a substitution now, but

leads to a substitution later. Whether substitution cost will be saved depends on the supply pattern of

cores and the demand pattern for remanufactured parts. Further research is needed to determine

whether the fast track is a good transportation method for remanufacturing.

Set up possibilities for additional supplier testing

Whether it is beneficial to set up testing processes to test specific parts that have high Failure Not

Confirmed Ratio's is currently unknown. For what parts an additional testing process is beneficial

depends on the FNC-ratio and the additional testing costs. Further research is required to select these

parts.

Final dispositions locally

Whether it would be beneficial to set up the quality control and/or supplier testing final dispositions

locally is currently unknown. A trade-off between the investments needed and the savings made

through reduced transportation need to be researched further.
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Appendix 1: Organization chart GM

GM Corporation

GM Automotive

Opel ]Vauxhall
Sub
OM DaewoD
North American Vehicles

,--------.--- ---+--- ----r-------,

GME Marketing &
Sales

GME Attersales

Figure 11: Organization chart GM June 2003, based on [24], [25], [39]

The research has been executed at General Motors Europe Aftersales Customer Care department.

This department has been made gray in Figure 11.
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Appendix 2: New vehicle warranty

New Vehicle Warranty, [29][28]
1. Adam Opel AG, Friedrich-Lutzmann-Ring, D-65 423 ROsselsheim (hereinafter referred to as

"Opel") guarantees, as required by the European Union, that the cars and commercial vehicles it
makes shall be free from defects according to the state of the art applicable to the respective
vehicle type for a period of 24 months and an unlimited mileage from first registration on or after
November 1, 2001.

The warranty shall be applicable from delivery by the Opel Partner or from the first registration of
the motor vehicle, whichever occurs first.

Vehicle owners from non-EU countries will receive information separately from the respective
sales organizations

In Switzerland the same conditions apply as in the EU member states (24 months, unlimited
mileage/kilometers driven), for all vehicles first registered as of November 1, 2001.

2. Opel guarantees that no rust-through of the body will occur for a period of twelve (12) years
(Omega-B/Speedster 10 years, Movano/Frontera/Campo 6 years).
The obligation under this warranty is limited solely to the repair of the new motor vehicle at no
charge by an Opel partner. For parts replaced during such repair the same warranty applies until
the end of the vehicle warranty period as stipulated for the vehicle in item no. 1 above. Replaced
parts become the property of Opel, free of charge.

3. For special bodies and tires, Opel shall stand warranty only where the owner of the vehicle has
previously attempted without success to claim against the manufacturers of the said products.
Legal action is not necessary.

4. Warranty claims must be directed to an Opel Partner for repair. At the same time the Service
Booklet with its International Service Certificate, completed and signed by the delivering Opel
Partner, must be presented.

5. This warranty does not apply to natural wear and tear.

6. This warranty does not apply if the original cause of a defect stems from

a) external mechanical or chemical influences (regarding paint or body damage, especially stone
throw, airborne rust, industrial fallout) acting on the vehicle, or

b) the motor vehicle being improperly handled or overtaxed, or
c) the motor vehicle having been repaired or serviced by a third party who is not an Opel Partner,

and the owner was aware of this, or
d) parts, not approved by Opel, having been installed into the vehicle or the vehicle being

modified in a manner not approved by Opel, or
e) the instructions from Opel regarding operation, service and maintenance of the motor vehicle

(for example in the Owner's Manual) not having been adhered to and especially the prescribed
checks stipulated in the Service Booklets not being carried out, or

f) the owner of the vehicle having failed to claim and have rectified a defect which was already
apparent during vehicle delivery immediately after delivery, or a defect which becomes
apparent at a later date immediately after it became apparent as specified in item no. 4.

7. All warranty claims expire at the end of the warranty period specified in item no. 1. For defects
reported but not rectified during the warranty period, this warranty remains valid until rectification
of the defect. The warranty period for any such defect ends, however, two months after the last
rectification or after an Opel Partner or Opel states that the defect has been rectified or that there
is no defect.
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8. Claims of the owner, in particular in respect of defects in the motor vehicle, against the delivering
Opel Partner are not affected by this warranty.

9. Service Booklet, Speedster - KTA-2400/x: The section headed "10-year rust-through warranty"
remains applicable.

End-of-life vehicle recovery
Information regarding the recycling-compatible design, end-of-life vehicle recovery centers and the
recycling of end-of-life vehicles is available on the Internet at www.ooel.com

2-Year-Warranty roll-out

From November 1st 2001:
Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Austria,

Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and Spain.

From November 1st 2002 for all vehicles up to the 2003 model-year in:
Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, BUlgaria, Estonia, FYROM (Macedonia), Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania,

Poland, Rumania, Russia, Serbia and Montenegro, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Czech Republic,

Turkey and Hungary.

From the 2003 model-year in:

Gibraltar, Iceland, Kazakhstan, Malta, Moldavia, Uzbekistan, Belarus and Cypress.

From the 2004 model-year in:

Ukraine.

3-Year-Warranty (60.000 mile limit) roll-out

From November 1st 2001 :

United Kingdom
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Appendix 3: The German WPR process

Operational sub-processes
The operational processes describe the day-to-day handling of parts. The WPC workflow (Figure 12)

provides a detailed overview of these day-to-day activities.

Receive return request and determine routing
An AR is requested to return the warranty part through the OMS. There is only one routing for warranty

returns. The AR notifies a local transportation provider for parts piCk-up. The parts are shipped to the

WPC. A more detailed overview per stakeholder is provided below.

Authorized Repairer and NEWS

• When a customer arrives at the AR with a problem to his car, the AR makes a failure

diagnosis. The AR consults service information, repair instructions or technical dealer

information provided by GME on paper or CD, or call the European Technical Assistance

Center. Based on his own training, experience and information provided by these sources, the

AR can decide to exchange the part. (Figure 12, step 1)

• A warranty claim is submitted to the NEWS-system. NEWS validates the claim and provides a

download to the OMS whether or not a part needs to be returned to the WPC.

If the claim is rejected or the part does not have to be returned, the part remains in the market.

The AR then has been responsible to dispose the part properly. (Figure 12, steps 2-6)

• When a part is requested for return, the AR prints the return form generated by the OMS and

attaches it to the part. The part is placed at a collection area and a logistics provider is notified
that the part has been ready for pick-up. (Figure 12, steps 7-11)

Local transporter

• The forwarder arrives at the AR (normally with P&A). The return goods and the freight

documentation are picked up and transported to the hub of the forwarder. The warranty

returns are collected at the hub. (Figure 12, steps 12-15)

• The collected warranty returns are shipped to the WPC on a daily interval. (Figure 12, step 16

17)

Receive returns
The warranty parts are unloaded at the WPC. Parts are stored in interim storage and later registered

and sorted. A more detailed overview per stakeholder is provided below.

Warranty Part Center

• When a truck arrives at the WPC, it is registered and the freight papers are checked. When

everything is OK, the truck can be unloaded. The number of returns is counted and checked.

They are stored temporarily at the interim storage area. (Figure 12, step 18-23)

• The parts and return tags are unpacked at the registration area. A visual check is performed to

check that the correct part has been returned. The data from the return tag are entered into

WarP and the part is registered. If errors occur the parts are provided to a special team to

solve these errors. When everything is OK, the part is registered, a bar-coded label is printed

and attached to the part and the part is repacked. It is placed in the sorting area. Parts in the

sorting area are picked-up every hour and sorted in the warehouse. (Figure 12, steps 24-41)
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Select final disposition
Suppliers test each of their parts at the WPC. The final disposition is decided based on the test results.
Parts are either shipped to suppliers, to the ECRC, to the ITOC or Q&R department or are scrapped. A

more detailed overview per stakeholder is provided below.

WPC and suppliers

• The supplier that has produced the part tests the returned parts, at least once every 28 days.

If a test is performed at the WPC, preparations for testing are made. The supplier comes to
the WPC to do the testing. A GME employee checks the test results for abnormalities (Figure
12, step 42, 47-49). If the test is done outside the WPC, the parts are picked-up by the

supplier. (Figure 12, step 42-43)
• Parts without defect or parts that are out of warranty are returned to the AR. Parts with defects

that have been tested as GM Liability are inspected by the Q&R or ITOC department or
scrapped. Parts with defects that have been tested as Vendor Liability are either returned to
the supplier or scrapped. (Figure 12, step 44-46,50-60)
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Figure 12: Warranty parts return workflow, based on [32][36][38][39][44]
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Appendix 4: Core returns process

Operational sub-processes
The operational processes describe the day-to-day handling of parts. The Core return workflow (Figure
13) provides a detailed overview of these day-to-day activities.

Receive return request and determine routing
An AR has the right to return a core when a remanufactured part has been used to replace the part.
There is only one routing for core returns. The AR notifies a local transportation provider for parts pick

up. The part is shipped to the ECRC. A more detailed overview per stakeholder is provided below.

Authorized Repairer

• A customer arrives at the AR with a problem to his car. The AR inspects the vehicle and

concludes that a part has to be replaced to repair the vehicle.
After consulting data (CD-rom) provided by GME, the AR consults with the customer if a

remanufactured part will be ordered and installed.
If this is the case, the AR orders a remanufactured part at the POC. This part is delivered
within 24 hours after ordering. The part is installed in the vehicle and the bill for the repairs

executed is sent to the customer. (Figure 13 steps 1-4)

• Since the dealer ordered a remanufactured part, he has the right to sell the replaced part to
Opel. The AR tests if the replaced part satisfies the criteria set for Core Returns. If this is not
the case the AR is responsible for scrapping the part. The AR can still decide to return the
part, even when the criteria are not met. If the part satisfies the criteria, the AR places the part
in the original packaging of the remanufactured part in a collection area. The AR can also
decide to keep the core to repair it himself, or sell it to a third party remanufacturer. A decision
is based on the offered core value and the price offered in the market (Figure 13 steps 5-8).

• The AR informs a forwarder that parts are ready for return. The freight papers are created.
The freight papers contain information regarding the AR and the type and number of parts that

are returned. (Figure 13 steps 9-10)

Local transporter
• The forwarder arrives at the AR (normally with P&A). The return goods (core returns and

empty stillages) and the freight documentation are picked up and transported to the POC or

the hub of the forwarder (depending on the country). The Core returns are collected at the
hub/POC. (Figure 13 steps 11-14)

International transporter

• Once every so often the Core returns are shipped from the hub to the ECRC. Most contracts

provide a weekly or two-weekly interval. To allow timely dealer reimbursement of core value,
at least monthly shipments are recommended. Appendix 6 provides the actual data of the

interval of shipments to the ECRC for the year 2000. (Figure 13 step 15)

Receive returns

The core returns are unloaded at the ECRC. Parts are stored in interim storage and later registered. A

more detailed overview per stakeholder is prOVided below.
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European Core Return Center

• When a truck arrives at the ECRC it is registered and the freight papers are checked. When
everything is ok, the truck can be unloaded. The number of containers is counted and

checked. They are stored temporarily at the interim storage area. Abnormalities are recorded

and solved. (Figure 13 steps 16-29).
• Information about the shipment is entered into the IT-system. Information concerning what

dealer returned what parts is also entered into the IT-system with help of a bar-code reader.

This is done within one day after arrival of the shipment. (Figure 13 steps 30-31)

• Within 2-14 days the boxes are taken out of interim storage. A check is performed to track the
box to an AR. Then the contents of the box are matched to the contents of the return form.

The IT-system is accessed from the shop floor. Corrections are made so that the information
in the IT-systems matches the actual parts in the shop floor. (Figure 13 steps 32-38, 41, 43)

Select final disposition

After registration the parts are validated. Rejected cores will be scrapped. Accepted cores are sorted
in the warehouse. When a sufficient number of parts has been collected, the parts are shipped to a
remanufacturer. A more detailed overview per stakeholder is provided below.

European Core Return Center

• The ECRC is responsible to accept or reject Cores on technical criteria. All rejected cores are
scrapped under supervision. Accepted cores are sorted in the warehouse, the IT-system
provides a box-number where to place the part. (Figure 13 steps 39-40, 42-43)

• If enough parts of a specific type have been collected, the IT-system indicates that the parts
need to be shipped to the remanufacturer. A shipment is arranged when an FTL is available,
or for parts that do no reach a FTL once or twice a year. The ECRC orders a truck. (Figure 13
steps 45-49)

Transporter

• A transporter arrives at the ECRC. The truck is loaded and the documentation is handed over.
The parts are shipped to the remanufacturer. (Figure 13steps 50-52)

Credit consumer I suppliers

Based on the ECRC's monthly reports and the number of parts shipped to remanufacturers, the

different stakeholders are credited with the appropriate amount of money. A more detailed overview
per stakeholder is provided below.

European Core Return Center

• The ECRC provides monthly reports to each NSC. Based on these reports the ARs are
credited for the accepted cores. The ECRC invoices each NSC for the provided services.
(Figure 13 steps 53)
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Figure 13: Core returns workflow, based on [20][31][39][41][45]
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Appendix 5: GME distribution footprint

Distribution footprint

The logistics network for the distribution of service parts, or P&A, to ARs in Europe is organized in

source warehouses and GME operated or third party operated part distribution centers (PDC).

Source warehouses

Source warehouses are the only warehouses for P&A for a specific carline. From these warehouses

P&A are forwarded to each PDC. All source warehouses also double as a PDC for a specific region.

At this moment, the source warehouses are located in (also see Figure 14):
Charlton (UK): OpelNauxhall Speedster, Isuzu derived products and commercial vehicles
Bochum (D), for T-platform: OpelNauxhall Astra

ROsselsheim (D), for J-platform: OpelNauxhall Vectra
Figueruelas (E), for S-platform: OpelNauxhall Corsa
Nykoping (S): Saab vehicles

The source warehouse in Nykoping, is the only source warehouse for all Saab carlines and is
therefore also called master warehouse.
Because there is no part redundancy and they are located relatively close together, Bochum and
ROsselsheim are often considered as one warehouse.

Part Distribution Centers

The PDC receives service parts from the source warehouses. It is responsible for supplying these to
dealers. Dealers order P&A at their respective National Sales Companies (NSC). The NSC bUys the
transportation needed for its dealers' orders from the PDC. The P&A are transported from the PDC to
the AR.

Each source and master warehouse doubles as a PDC. The other PDC's are currently located in (also
see Figure 14):
Villeneuve-Ia-Garenne (F), GME operated;

Fiurnicio (I), GME operated;
Lisbon (P), third-party operated;
Oriolitta (I), third-party operated;

Torbali (Tur), third party operated;
Mszczonow (PL), third party operated.
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Figure 14: GME distribution footprint 2003, [26]
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Appendix 6: Core return frequency

Table 1 shows the return frequency of parts from the local warehouses to the ECRC. For instance

parts from Spain (E) are returned from the local warehouse in Spain to the ECRC on a weekly basis.

Table 1: Frequency of shipments to the ECRC in 2000 [41]

country 1# Shipments

A 12 per month

8 1 - 2 per month

CH Qper month

CS 1 per year

D 3 -4 per week

Wa 3 per week

DK 1 per month

E 1 per week

F 1 per week

FIN 1 - 2 per year

N 1 - 2 per year

NL 1 - 2 per month

P 1 per week (together with Spain)

S 1 per month

Table 2 shows the relative number of core returns per country. In 2002 9,8% of the cores returned to

the ECRC originated from The Netherlands (NL).

Table 2: Core returns per country in 2002, [19][34]

i't'ear 12002 lYear ~002

Country Yo Country Yo

~ 14,6% Fin 0,8%

8 12,9% K3R 0,0%

CH 5,9% I 0,1%

k:;s 0,0% U 0,0%

D ~9,0% N Q,2%

De· 11,4% NL S,8%

DK 1,7% P 0,6%

E 11,6% PL 0,0%

F 8,1% S 1,2%

• De are warranty returns from Germany that after inspection are shipped to the ECRC for remanufacturing.
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Appendix 7: Vendor Cost Recovery Process

When parts have been returned to the WPC they are tested to determine which party is responsible for
the defect. Figure 15 provides an overview of the Vendor Cost Recovery process.

Customer Dealer Part WPC

Parts inspection:
GM/Supplier

..

Investigation by ITDC/Q&R or Scrap

Serial
ITDC/Q&R Defect

Inspection Results

Reject claim

f
Dealer

FNCOWP IMPVL

I
Invoicing

j
Supplier

Figure 15: VCR process overview, 2002, [35]

VCR test results

VL Vendor Liability
The cause of the defect lies with the supplier. The costs for the part and handling are debited
to the supplier. The supplier has the right to keep the parts for which it has been debited. If the
supplier does not want the parts, Opel scraps them.

VLX Vendor Liability, eXpired
The supplier failed to inspect its parts within 28 days (and no exception was agreed on). The
costs for the part and handling are debited to the supplier.

FNC Failure Not Confirmed
The returned part has no defect. The warranty claim from the AR is rejected and the part is
sent back to the AR.

OWP Out of Warranty Part
The returned part is no longer covered under warranty. The warranty claim from the AR is
rejected and the part is sent back to the AR.

IMP IMPossible to inspect
Some defects are impossible to detect once the part has been disassembled (e.g. noise
problems). The warranty claim from the AR is rejected and the part is sent back to the AR, or
the claim is approved based on experience by GME personnel.

DAM DAMaged
The part has been damaged (e.g. rust, water) and the defect cannot be confirmed. The
warranty claim from the AR is rejected and the part is sent back to the AR, or the ITDC or Q&R
investigate the part.
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GML GM Liability

The cause of the defect lies with GM. ITDC or Q&R either investigate the parts for product or
process improvements, or the parts are scrapped.

EXE Serial defect

Serial defects are returned because of a campaign or recall. They are kept separately and do
not need to be inspected, because the cause of the defect has already been established
before. These parts are scrapped.

Extrapolation of results

The results of the VCR process are extrapolated to Europe using an area proportion (AP) factor. This
works as follows:

Suppose 100.000 cars that have the part installed are registered in Germany and 500.000 in the rest
of Europe. The AP-factor is 5 (100.000 / 500.000). Suppose 1000 warranty parts are returned in
Germany, it is assumed that 5000 warranty parts would be available in Europe, extrapolating the
German number using the AP-factor (5*1000). If 60% of defects has been tested as VL. The supplier
has to carry the costs for 60% of the 1000 parts that have been tested and also 60% of the costs of
the 5000 parts that have been assumed to be replaced in the rest of Europe.
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Appendix 8: Potential number of warranty parts

Table 3: Potential number of warranty parts in 2002

OpelNauxhall Potential warranty returns

Yo of sales '/J

k3ermany 23,3% 48034C
Italy 13,6% 280768

Spain 9,8% 201424

France 8,5% 174501

Netherlands 3,8% 78632

Belgium & Lux. 3,5% 71937

South East Europe 2,7% 54843

Switzerland 2,0% 41880

Poland 1,9% 39031

~ustria 1,7% 34900

PortuQal 1,6% 33903

Greece 1,4% 29487

Irurkey 0,7% 15100

Sweden 0,7% 13818

Czech / Slovak Rep. 0,6% 12251

Finland 0,5% 9971

Norway 0,4% 8405

Denmark 0,4% 7835

United KinQdom 22,0% 453987

Ireland (Eire) 0,8% 17379

Irotal 100,0% 2.060.391

About 1,5 million new Opel and Vauxhalls were registered in 2002. Table 3 shows the relative sales
volume per country. For instance 23,3% of the OpelNauxhall these sales were made in Germany and
to 13,6% in Italy.

The total number of Warranty return in Germany is 480.340. Although some differences exist, the
number and type of warranty claims are assumed the same, because the products sold are the same.
Under this assumption, the expected number of warranty part returns from Italy is:

13,6 *480.340 =280.768
23,3

A similar calculation has been made for each country. The results can also be found in Table 3.
The total number of warranty parts is 2.060.391. 934.327 of these (Germany and UK) are already

returned to a WPC.

This means that about 1 million (2.060.391 - 934.327) warranty parts are currently left in the

marketplace. These parts are available to be returned with the extended Warranty Parts Return

process.
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Appendix 9: Warranty Costs

warranty repairs can roughly be divided in 2 categories: repairs that include part exchange and claims

that do not include part exchange. ARs claim the costs they made for a warranty repair by GME. The

claims are validated and credited to the AR.

Part exchange

A warranty claim that includes part exchange is built up out of three parts: service part, labor and

handling:

• Service part
The AR buys a service part from GM and uses it for a warranty repair. The net price that the
AR paid for the service part is refunded by GME through the warranty claim.

• Labor
A labor operation number is used to identify each type of repair. The AR will include the labor
operation number of the repair performed in the warranty claim that will be sent to the NEWS
system. Each labor operation has a fixed maximum amount of time that will be compensated.

The labor rate is fixed per country. GME credits the AR for the labor needed to fix a
customers' problem under warranty.

• Handling
GME credits the AR a handling charge, also called Parts Markup. The parts markup is a
percentage of the net part price. The percentage varies per country between 0% in Sweden
and 150% in Turkey. The average markup value per warranty claim is 16,8%. [28]

No part exchange

The repair only consists of labor by the AR. The warranty claim that does not include part exchange

therefore only consists of labor costs. The labor costs that are credited are calculated similarly as in
the case with part exchange. The warranty claim value is also referred to as Total Line Amount (TLA).
When a part has been exchanged it includes the net part price, labor costs and parts markup. If no

part has been exchanged the TLA only consists of labor costs.

warranty Service Part Costs for GME

The warranty costs for GME are not necessarily the same as the TLA. The labor and handling factors
are the same. The costs for GME when a part has been exchanged are only the purchase price (also
referred to as Parts Factory Costs (PFC)) and not the net price. Why this difference exits is shown in
Table 4: GME buys a part for the PFC and sells it to the AR for the net price (activities 1 + 2). Later,
the net price is compensated to the AR through the warranty claim (activity 3). The result is that the
costs for GME are the parts factory costs and the AR is fully compensated for the part exchange under

warranty.

Table 4: Warranty Service Part Costs for GME

Activity Financial flow GME Financial flow AR

1. GME buys service part from supplier - purchase PRICE

2. AR orders service part at GME + net PRICE - net PRICE

3. GME refunds service part to AR - net PRICE + net PRICE

Total - purchase PRICE 0
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Appendix 10: GME proposed gatekeeping rule for WPR extension
Currently only warranty parts that can be sold to a remanufacturer are considered for return. The

returned parts are removed from the market, the returned part is matched vs. the requested part and

the part is sent to the remanufacturer. This is the number 6 option from Figure 8. Because warranty
cores are a limited number of parts (about 15% of all warranty parts), the advantage has been
calculated for this entire group based on average values.

Quantification of the benefits and costs

As explained in section 6.2, following benefits can be obtained for removing parts from the

marketplace, matching the returned parts against the requested parts and providing them to a
remanufacturer: Dealer Self Control, Support P&A-sales, Prevent Double Dealer Compensation,
Dealer Charge Back and the Core Value. How these benefits are quantified will be explained below. A
numerical example can be found in Error! Reference source not found..

Dealer Self Control

Dealer Self Control means that ARs return fewer parts when a return process is in place compared to
the situation that no return process is in place. Instead of exchanging a part, they fix the problem with
another method. Two types of warranty repairs exist: repairs that include part exchange and repairs
that do not include part exchange. It is assumed that the same number of warranty claims will be sent
by ARs, but that the ratio part exchange/ no part exchange will change.

This is shown in Figure 16, where originally X% of warranty claims is without part exchange and (100

X)% with part exchange. When a return process is introduced, the percentage of part exchanges will
drop because of the Dealer Self Control (% DSC). This is shown with the dotted arrow.

no part exchange

0%

Figure 16: Dealer Self Control

t------.:
% DSC :

X%

part exchange

100%
of warranty claims

The benefit that can be gained from Dealer Self Control is the cost difference between a warranty
claim that includes part exchange and a warranty claim that does not include part exchange. The
differences in cost structure have already been explained in Appendix 9.

The cost difference can be expressed as:

WCex - WClIo_ex = (PFC + PMU + LCex ) - (LClIo-eJ

WCex Warranty Costs for warranty claim including part exchange
WCno-ex Warranty Costs for warranty claim not including part exchange
PFC Parts Factory Costs, purchase price of a part
PMU Parts Markup, handling charge
LCex Labor Costs including part exchange
LCno-ex Labor Costs not including part exchange
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The yearly benefit of Dealer Self Control can be estimated by the percentage DSC times the total

value of Parts Factory Costs and Parts Markup in one year. The assumption that the Labor Costs are

the same in both cases has been made.

The benefit can be expressed as:

DSC *(PFC + PMU)

where:

DSC = average % of dealer self control for all parts

PFC = total Parts Factory costs per year

PMU = total Parts MarkUp costs per year

( 2 )

Dealer Charge Back

If parts are not returned as requested, the warranty claim is not credited to the AR. The value of the

warranty claim is also called Total Line Amount (TLA). The Total Line Amount includes the net price

for the service part, labor costs and a handling charge. Also see Appendix 9.

The percentage Dealer Charge Back is 1 - return rate. The benefit per year can be estimated by the

DCB percentage times the total value of all warranty claims in one year.

Calculation

DCB *TLA
where:

DCB = average return rate for all parts

TLA = total warranty claim value per year

( 3 )

Additional Core value

The additional warranty cores that are accepted as valid for the remanufacturing program as sold to

remanufacturers. It is assumed that there is demand for each returned accepted core. The

remanufacturers pay the core value for each part.

. The number of accepted cores for the WPR extension can be calculated by the approval rate

multiplied by the number of additional cores returned. The yearly benefit can be estimated by the

number of accepted cores per year times the average core value paid by remanufacturers.

Calculation
a* AWC*CV
where:

a = approval rate, % of cores accepted for remanufacturing

AWC = total number of Additional Warranty Cores

CV = average Core Value

( 4 )

Improved P&A sales

Core brokers buy defective parts and remanufacture and market these parts. When exchanging a part,

the ARs have the choice to use a GME-part or a generic part. When ARs choose a generic part this

could be seen as a lost P&A sale for GME.

When a part has been removed from the marketplace, dealers cannot sell these parts to third parties

that compete with GME in the P&A market. If fewer competitors' parts are brought on the market, an
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AR has to bUy a GME part instead of a third party's part, thus supporting GME P&A-sales. This effect
has been estimated by a percentage increase in all P&A-sales.

The benefit per year is estimated by the percentage increase in P&A-sales times the total revenue of
P&A-sales per year.

Calculation
b* PAS
where:

b =expected % improvement in P&A-sales

PAS = total value of P&A-sales per year

( 5 )

Prevent double dealer compensation

Double dealer compensation occurs when dealers, after the warranty claim has been credited, sell the

exchanged part as a core to the ECRC. GM pays the core value for each core returned. When parts
are removed from the marketplace, dealers cannot sell parts exchanged under warranty as cores.

It is assumed that a percentage of the warranty parts that will be returned with the WPR extension,
would otherwise be sold to the ECRC. GME saves the core value paid to the ARs for these parts.

Calculation
c* AWC*CV
where:
c = % of warranty parts sold to remanufacturing program
AWC =total number of Additional Warranty Cores
CV = average Core Value

( 6 )

Costs

Transportation and handling costs AR - ERLC

Additional costs associated with transportation and handling for returning a part from the AR to the
ERLC. A fixed price per part is assumed.
The total transportation and handling costs associated with the WPR extension are estimated by the

number of additional warranty cores returned and the transportation and handling costs per part.

Calculation
AWC*THC
where:
AWC = total number of Warranty Cores per year

THC = transportation and handling costs per part

( 7 )

Additional administration costs

Costs, per part, associated with additional administrative work incurred by more part returns. Some

costs also have to be made to adapt the information systems that support warranty part return. The
NEWS system and the Dealer Management System need to be adapted.

Calculation:
AAC + AIS
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where:
AAC = Additional Administrative Costs

AIS =Adaption costs of the information systems

Total benefit

The different factors explained above need to be added up to calculate the total benefit of removing

warranty cores from the marketplace and providing them to a remanufacturing program:

The factors include:

Dealer Self Control, Dealer Charge Back, Additional Core Value, Improved

Double Dealer Compensation, Transportation Costs, Administrative Costs

In formula:
(DSC *(PFC + PMU)) + (DCB *TLA) + (a *AWC *CV) + (b *PAS) +

(c* AWC *CV)-(AWC*THC)-(AAC +AIS)

P&A-sales, Prevented

( 9 )

Remarks for this approach:

The approach to only return warranty cores in the Warranty Parts Return extension is not necessarily
the approach that maximizes the benefit of the WPR extension. Some remarks on the approach are
discussed below:

Only one return option taken into account

GME has chosen to only return warranty cores to the remanufacturing programs and leave the other
parts in the marketplace. This is one of the 8 return options. Other uses and other return options for

warranty returns are not included.

Aggregated model

The total benefit has been calculated for the entire group of warranty cores using average values. The
only decision that can be made based on this calculation is to return all warranty cores or return no
warranty cores. A decision on part level is not possible.

Demand for cores

This approach that the demand for cores is independent from the demand for remanufactured parts. In
other words, that all remanufacturers bUy all cores offered to them. The assumption is not necessarily

true for all warranty parts.

Improved P&A-sales

A general increase in P&A-sales has been assumed. Only the parts & accessories sales of the parts in

which third party core brokers are active will be supported. This will lead to a different approach to
quantify this benefit.
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Appendix 11: Field Problem resolution
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Figure 17: Field problem resolution process [47][48]
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Appendix 12: Remanufacturing options

Cores are collected at the ERLC and than provided to a remanufacturer. Three types of

remanufacturers exist.

1. Remanufacturer is also the original equipment manufacturer (OEM)

2. Remanufacturer is core broker

3. Remanufacturer only remanufacturers GME specific parts

In the first two cases remanufacturers have several sources for cores. The supply of cores by GME

does not directly depend on the amount of remanufactured parts GME is allowed to order. The ERLC

functions as a reseller of cores.

Three possibilities for remanufacturing:

1. Remanufacturer is also the original equipment manufacturer (OEM)

Parts are not brand specific. Different companies return cores and order remanufactured parts

from the OEM. The number of cores that GME returns, does not determine the amount of

remanufactured parts GME is allowed to order. And the other way around: The amount of

remanufactured parts ordered by GME, does not directly influence the amount of cores needed by

the remanufacturer.

The OEM offers remanufactured parts at a fixed price. The supplier substitutes new parts when

not sufficient remanufactured parts are available. This goodsflow is shown in Figure 18. The ERLC

buys cores from ARs and sells them to the remanufacturer. It functions as a reseller of cores. The
price of a core is CVs (Core Value supplier). The remanufacturer is interested to buy Cores from

GME when the Core Value for the supplier is lower than the substitution costs: CVs < Csub. GME

sets the CVs accordingly.

non-GME cores

MWproduct

I~"~'MI~ I· ..., V-Dm

-

aubstituliOJ\.,~~ier

~ .••., ..:.~ "

Figure 18: Goodsflow Remanufacturer is OEM, based on [8].

The costs for substitution for the remanufacturer are:

Csub =RremG/l - Rsub

RremG/l = NPremG/l - PCrema}/

Rsub = NPremG/l - PC/lew
therefore:

Csub = (NPremG/l - PCremG/l) - (NPremG/l - PC/lew )

Csub =PC/lew - PCrelIIG/l
where:
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2. Remanufacturer is core broker
A core broker only sells remanufactured parts. These parts are not brand specific. Different
companies return cores and order remanufactured parts. Similarly as for the "remanufacturer is
also OEM"-situation, the amount of cores GME returns, does not determine the amount of
remanufactured parts GME is allowed to order. The other way around: The amount of
remanufactured parts ordered by GME, does not directly influence the amount of cores needed by
the remanufacturer.

The core broker is interested to buy cores from GME against market price. GME sets the CVs

accordingly. The ERLC functions as a reseller of cores. The goodsflow of parts in this situation can
be found in Figure 19. The total amount of remanufactured parts is dependent on the total number
of cores acquired by the core broker.

t'lon-w.,.,.nty cores

Cnw

non-GME cores

ERLC1-----,0 Ca ~ I Ramanufactunn. \--p_'--V

__~~I o;.po..,

Figure 19: Goodsflow Remanufacturer is Core Broker, based on [8].

3. Remanufacturer only remanufacturers GME specific parts
The remanufacturers only receives cores from GME. The amount of cores returned by GME
directly influences the amount of remanufactured parts available for GME. As can be seen in
Figure 20, GME has to substitute a new part when no remanufactured part is available. Each
additional core that has been returned leads to less substitution costs for GME.
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Figure 20: Goodsflow Remanufacturer for GME specific parts, based on [8].

Substitution costs for GME

If an AR orders a remanufactured part and a remanufactured part is not available, GME has to sell a
new part for the price of a remanufactured part.

Csub =Rreman - Rsub

Rreman =NPreman - PFCrelllan

Rsub = NPrelllan - PFCnew

Ri = revenue (sales price - purchase price)
NPi = Net Price for AR
PFCi = Parts Factory Costs for GME

Therefore:

Csub =(NPremm, - PFCrelllan ) - (NPreman - PFCnew )

Csub =PFCnew - PFCrelllan
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Appendix 13: Improved Gatekeeping example

In this appendix an example on how the improved gatekeeping works will be provided. The benefit of

returning a warranty part will be calculated for each of the 9 feasible return options using an Excel
program. How these benefits can be calculates has been explained in section 6.2.

The expressions that have been derived for each return option are used in the Excel program. The

Excel program calculates the benefit for each return option for each warranty claim entered into
NEWS. Table 5 provides an example. In the most right column of Table 5 the return option that

provides the largest benefit has been determined.

Table 5: Selection of the final disposition, example Excel program

0 109,79 106,79 158,16 106,79 106,79 106,79 9,79 9,79

0 23,04 17,04 17,04 20,04 17,04 17,04 -79,96 -59,96

0 19,44 13,44 13,44 16,44 13,44 13,44 -83,56 -83,56

0 19,76 13,76 13,76 16,76 13,76 13,76 -83,24 -83,24

0 35,08 29,08 29,08 32,08 109,08 29,08 -67,92 -67,92

0 176,34 170,34 170,34 173,34 330,34 170,34 73,34 73,34

0 100,67 94,67 94,67 97,67 174,67 94,67 -2,33 -2,33

0 102,80 96,80 96,80 99,80 256,80 96,80 -0,20 -0,20

0 115,85 109,85 109,85 112,85 429,85 109,85 12,85 12,85

0 54,07 7479,86 48,07 51,07 288,07 48,07 22246,43 101,07

0 291,89 285,89 285,89 288,89 305,89 285,89 188,89 188,89

0 102,24 96,24 331,82 99,24 416,24 96,24 -0,76 -0,76

0 270,93 264,93 264,93 267,93 264,93 474,62 167,93 167,93

0 14,52 8,52 8,52 11,52 8,52 8,52 -88,48 -88,48

0 73,01 67,01 67,01 70,01 67,01 67,01 -29,99 -29,99

0 148,37 142,37 142,37 145,37 142,37 181,25 45,37 45,37

0 97,88 91,88 91,88 94,88 91,88 91,88 -5,12 -5,12

0 76,33 70,33 70,33 73,33 70,33 70,33 -26,67 -26,67

0 986,05 980,05 980,05 983,05 1002,55 980,05 883,05 883,05

0 724,33 721,33 718,33 721,33 798,33 718,33 721,33 621,33

The input data needed to make these calculation is shown in Table 6 - 11.
Data from the NEWS-system are used as input to perform the calculations. The country code, part
number, labor operation number, Total Line Amount, Parts Factory Costs, Parts Mark-up and Labor
Costs are used. An example of 20 lines is provided in Table 6, all values have been mUltiplied by a

factor X. Parameters that depend on the final disposition in Table 7. The parameters that depend on
the country are provided in
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Table 8. Table 9 shows the parameters that depend on the labor operation and Table 10 and Table 11
show the parameters that depends on the part number.

Table 6: NEWS-data used, example Excel program

A J496000 000821192 735,67 106,51 955,42 373,86 1513,65

9 J700100 001202174 124,31 65,43 327,14 43,92 371,06

9 L502500 000858156 117,57 61,88 309,39 0,00 309,39

8 L502500 000858156 119,08 62,68 313,37 0,00 313,37

9 J705100 006204013 60,11 31,64 158,18 0,00 219,54

9 J340000 000604084 279,28 146,99 734,94 184,05 922,20

1 M020000 000900457 162,55 85,56 427,76 111,50 539,26

9 J312000 005607048 99,10 52,16 260,79 127,12 387,91

6 J705100 001204157 113,17 59,57 297,81 100,13 397,94

9 N300700 001256430 55,60 29,27 146,32 43,03 189,35

3 J496000 000821103 273,95 144,19 720,93 229,00 949,93

2 M047500 000948064 103,00 54,22 271,06 35,92 306,98

9 J340020 000603142 769,37 404,94 2024,66 780,30 4344,36

4 J496000 000821187 58,82 30,96 154,79 145,86 300,65

9 M041000 009009215 305,25 160,66 803,28 290,95 1094,23

C J457300 005607061 605,53 318,70 1593,49 549,60 2143,09

9 J705100 001204158 70,35 37,03 185,12 43,52 228,64

7 N202100 001780064 53,30 28,06 140,26 23,85 240,80

9 J340020 000603003 679,81 357,80 1788,97 307,00 2095,97

9 J312200 000609060 502,47 264,46 1322,30 0,00 1322,30

Table 7: Input parameters per final disposition, example Excel Program
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Table 8: Example of parameters linked to country used in the Excel program

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

0,95 5 8 100

Table 9: Example of parameters linked to labor operation in the Excel program

0,05 0,2

0,05 0,3

0,05 0,1

0,05 0

0,05 0

0,05 0

0,05 0

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,2

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,3

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1

0,05 0,1
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Table 10: Example of parameters linked to part number in the Excel program

0 0 0 0 0 1 0,1 100

0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,25 100 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,25 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,25 100 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,5 200 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,5 400 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,5 0 1 1 1 0 0,05 0

0,5 25 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,5 0 0 0 0 1 0,8 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,75 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,75 0 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,75 25 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

0,75 100 0 0 0 0 0,05 0

Table 11: Example of parameters linked to part number in the Excel program, continued

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 100 0,2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0,8 1 0 0 0 0

0,8 0 1 200 0 0

0,8 1 0 0 0 0

0,8 1 0 0 0 0

0,8 1 0 0 0 0

0,8 0 1 300 0,5 0

0,8 1 0 0 0 0

0,8 0 1 400 0 0

0 0 a 0 0 0,5

0 0 a 0 a a
a 0 a 0 0 0

0 0 a a 0 0,25

a 0 a 0 0 a
0 a a 0 0 0

0,9 1 a 0 0 0

0,8 1 a 0 0 0
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Appendix 14: Manual Excel Program

An Excel program has been developed to demonstrate how the improved gatekeeping model works.

The Excel program is able to select the best return option for each warranty claim entered into NEWS
as has been shown in Appendix 13.

The program consists of several worksheets. There is a worksheet for each return option identified in
section 6.2. The data required are presented in two other worksheets, one is a copy of NEWS data
and the other consists of parameters that require external input. Moreover there is a worksheet that

summarizes the results of each return option and selects the best return option for that return.

How to get started, how to use the program regularly and how to maintain the program will be
discussed:

How to get started

In the parameter worksheet the values for the parameters used are located. The parameters have
been divided into four categories:

~ Dependent on country
~ Dependent on final disposition
~ Dependent on labor operation number
~ Dependent on part number

The parameter values need to be set up once.

The possibilities per category are provided in the yellow columns. A value per possibility/parameter
combination needs to be determined. These can be put into the green columns.

Regular use

NEWS data need to be copied into the NEWS-data worksheet. If the values have been determined for

all countries, final dispositions, part numbers and labor operations then the model calculates the
benefit for each return option. The gatekeeping worksheet collects the results from each return option.
The return option that provides the largest value for GME is chosen. This return option is presented in
the purple column.

Maintenance

The parameters in the parameter worksheet will normally remain the same. The sheet needs to be
updated when new part numbers or labor operations are added, or when the parameter values

change. A regUlar update is recommended.
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Appendix 15: Distribution of parts over the remanufacturing options

For the following parts a remanufacturing program has been set up, [30]:
Engines, Cylinder Heads, Transmissions, Drive Shafts, Instrument Clusters, Clutches, Starters &
Alternators, Catalytic Converters, Steering Gears, Brake Calipers, Ignition Distributors, Air Flow

Meters, AlC Compressors, Radios, Steering Pumps, ECUs, Diesellnj. Pumps, Diesellnj. Nozzles

Table 12 shows what type of remanufacturer is used for each remanufactured part. For some parts

two types of remanufacturers are used. A equal split has been assumed in these cases.

Table 12: Parts per remanufacturing option

Reman = OEM Core broker Reman (in = out)

Brake Caliper R x
Catalytic Convert. R x
Alternator R x x
ECU, EnQine R x
Distributors R x
Starter R x x
AlC Compressor R x
Cockpit Instrument R x
Infotainment R x x
Clutches R x
Cylinder Heads R x x
Drive Shaft R x
Engine, Complete R x
Fuel Inj. Pump R x
Man & Aut. Transm. R x x
Turbo Charger R x
SteerinQ Gear R x
Power SteerinQ R x x

When the percentages in of units sold in 2002 (Table 13) are combined with the results from Table 12,
an estimate of how many parts are remanufactured with each option is obtained. This estimate can be

found in Table 13.
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Table 13: Distribution of parts per remanufacturing option in 2002

Jan-Dec 2002 Reman =OEM Core broker Reman (in =out\

Sales Units % units % units % units

Brake Caliper R 0,2% 0,0% 0,2% 0,0%

Catalytic Convert. R 8,1% 0,0% 8,1% 0,0%

Alternator R 23,6% 11,8% 11,8% 0,0%

ECU, Engine R 24,4% 24,4% 0,0% 0,0%

Distributors R 0,3% 0,3% 0,0% 0,0%

Starter R 9,5% 4,7% 4,7% 0,0%

AlC Compressor R 2,1% 0,0% 0,0% 2,1%

Cockpit Instrument R 4,9% 4,9% 0,0% 0,0%

Infotainment R 4,5% 2,2% 0,0% 2,2%

Clutches R 10,2% 10,2% 0,0% 0,0%

Cylinder Heads R 2,5% 1,2% 1,2% 0,0%

Drive Shaft R 1,6% 0,0% 0,0% 1,6%

EnQine, Complete R 3,2% 3,2% 0,0% 0,0%

Fuellni. Pump R 2,3% 2,3% 0,0% 0,0%

Man & Aut. Transm. R 0,7% 0,4% 0,0% 0,4%

Turbo CharQer R 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%

SteerinQ Gear R 0,1% 0,1% 0,0% 0,0%

Power Steering R 1,7% 0,0% 0,8% 0,8%

Total 100,0% 65,9% 26,9% 7,2%
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Appendix 16: Gatekeeping parameters

This appendix will describe how each parameter used in the gatekeeping model can be determined.

Remove the part from the marketplace

Three factors have been determined to calculate the benefit for removing parts from the marketplace:

• Dealer self control DSC *(PFC; + PMU; + LCex - Leno-ex) ( 2 )

• Support P&A-sales CST; * (NP; - PFC;) ( 3 )

• Prevent double dealer compensation w; *CV; (4 )

Dealer Self Control

DSC % ofDealer Self Control

Compare the number warranty claims per vehicle registered, that include part exchange, in
return markets to non-return markets.

PFC Parts Factory Costs, purchase price of a part

The value for the Parts Factory Costs is available in the NEWS system.
PMU Parts Markup, handling charge

The Parts Markup is defined as a percentage of the Net Price of the part. The value for Parts

Markup is available in the NEWS system.
LCex Labor Costs including part exchange

The value for the Labor Costs is available in the NEWS system.
LCno-ex Labor Costs not including part exchange

Data on the Labor Costs for a similar repair without part exchange are available at the Product
and Technical support department.

Support P&A-sa/es

CST; chance part i is Sold to a Third Party

The chance that a defective part will be sold to a third party core broker depends on two
factors. First, whether it is economically feasible to remanufacture the part. If this is not the
case, it is very unlikely that a third party will be active. The second factor that is important is
the need for an original GME core. The supply of cores will be larger if a part is generic or
used by more car manufacturers. If a GME specific part is needed, the core broker will need to
seek these at GME dealership. The chance that a core broker will buy the core at a GME
dealer will be bigger than when the part was generic.

A chance for these three categories has been estimated [41]:

• No 3rd party reman active 0%
• 3rd party reman active, all cores acceptable 50%

• 3rd party reman active, original GME part required 75%

NPj Net Price of part i

The value for the Net Price of the part is available in the NEWS system.
PFC; Part Factory Costs ofpart i

The value for the Parts Factory Costs is available in the NEWS system.
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Prevent Double Dealer Compensation

w Ratio reman/new parts used for warranty repair for part i

Determine how many reman parts have been used compared to new parts for a specific labor

operation.

CVj Core Value for part i

The Core Value has been determined for each group of parts for which a remanufacturing

program has been set up. The core value for each part is available in the reman binder.

Collect locally or centrally?

Returned parts are matched vs. the requested parts to make sure that the AR actually returned all the

parts requested. This has the following benefits and costs:

• Dealer Charge Back (1- RRj ) *TLA; ( 5 )

• Transportation and handling costs THCj,AR_locol +THCj,local-cenlral ( 6 )

Dealer Charge Back

RRj Return Rate for part I

The return rate can be determined for each return center. Because of the sample size it may

be difficult to determine the return rate for each individual part number. An average value can

be used.
TLAj Total Line Amount for part i

The value for the Total Line Amount is available in the NEWS system.

Transportationandhandnngcos~

THCj,AR-/ocal Transportation and Handling Costs for part I from AR to the local warehouse

Transportation and handling cost per part depend on the rates that the transportation

provider receives. There is a different transportation provider per country. The rate can

also be determined per country.

THCj,/ocal-central Transportation and Handling Costs for part I from the local warehouse to the central
warehouse

Transportation and handling cost per part depend on the rates that the transportation

prOVider receives. The rate can be determined per country.

Select final disposition

Parts are removed from the marketplace and consolidated at the local or central warehouse. The

benefit depends on the final disposition that will be selected.

Quality Control

qj *TW* FR *(x* PR*(TLAj +rb* RBV) + y* SV*(TLAj +rb* RBV -RC)) ( 12 )

qj Part i is needed for quality improvement (0,1)
The Field Problem Resolution department determines whether a part is needed for root cause

analysis. If a part is not needed q gets the value 0, if a part is needed than q gets the value

one.
TW Time won in days
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Average time until enough parts have been returned for root-cause analysis in current process
compared to an estimate the average time until enough parts have been returned for root
cause analysis in extended process. These values need to be determined by the Field
Problem Resolution department.

x production solution implemented (0, 1)
The Field Problem Resolution department must make a best estimate on what type of solution

will be implemented.
y service visit solution implemented (0,1)

The Field Problem Resolution department must make a best estimate on what type of solution

will be implemented.
FR Failure rate per day

The Warranty Control department has data on the number of warranty claims per 1000
vehicles. The Failure rate per day can be calculated by multiplying the number of warranty
claims per 1000 vehicles with the average production per day.

PR Production rate per day

Data on the production rate per day is available at the plant. An average value expressing the
production rate in the past months and the expected production rate in future months can be
used.

SV Service visits per day

Regular service visits are planned a certain time after the customer bought the car. The
number of regular service visits can be estimated by the number of registered vehicles in a
particular country in a certain time frame.

TLAj Total Line Amount for part i
The value for the Total line Amount is available in the NEWS system.

rb increased chance for rebuy because of faster quality improvement
No exact data are available. The increased chance of a rebuy could be estimated by
comparing rebuy behavior of customers (customer loyalty) when product quality is high or
when product quality is low.

RBV ReBuy Value

The rebuy value expresses the value for GME of selling a car. This can also be expressed as
the revenue per customer. This includes the revenue from car sale and the aftersales.

RC Repair Costs

The labor operation number of the repair can be used to estimated the repair cost.

Supplier testing

t j *(FNCi *TLAi - STCi + (1- FNCi)*(VRM j - SCi)) ( 13 )

t; Testing is possible (0,1)

If extra testing, either performed by the supplier or GME, is possible the value of t is 1. If extra

testing is not possible the value of t will be O.
FNCj % Failure Not Confirmed for part i

The FNC ratio in the reference markets?

TLA; Total line amount for part I

The value for the Total line Amount is available in the NEWS system.
STCj Supplier Testing Costs per part i

The additional costs for testing are currently unknown. The costs depend on whether the

testing will be performed by GME or the supplier? When the supplier tests the parts, GME can
negotiate with the supplier on the costs. When GME tests the parts, investments in training
and equipment will have to be made.
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VRMj Value of the Residual Material

These will be discussed later in this appendix
SCi Scrapping Costs

These will be discussed later in this appendix

Remanufacturing program

G; *(k*CV; +Z*Csub ;) ( 17 )

a; approval rate, % of cores accepted for remanufacturing for part i

Data about the approval rate are available at the ECRC.

k Part will be remanufactured by OEM or core broker (0, 1)

What parts are remanufactured at what type of remanufacturer is known at the marketing

department.

Part will be remanufactured specifically for GME (0, 1)

What parts are remanufactured at what type of remanufacturer is known at the marketing

department.
CV; Core Value for part i

The Core Value has been determined for each group of parts for which a remanufacturing

program has been set up. The core value for each part is available in the reman binder.

CSUb,i Substitution costs for part i
Substitution cost is the difference between the purchase price of the new part and the

remanufactured part. Both these data are available.

Stock building

(NR~ * (PFC lIew ; -PFCremall ;)) + ((l-NRP); * (VRM; -SC;))-I;, , ( 19 )

NRP; chance that a New Reman Program is set up for part i
Parts are already collected before it is 100% certain a new remanufacturing program is really

set up. Several steps precede this decision.

The further the process has progressed, the bigger the chance that a new remanufacturing

program is actually set up. A chance for each step in the process has been estimated [41]:

• Market survey 0%
• RfQ to remanufacturers 20%

• Business case developed 50%

• Business case accepted 100%
PFCnew,; Parts Factory Costs for the new part i

These data are available at the Source warehouses

PFCreman,i Parts Factory Costs for the remanufactured part i
This is the estimated Parts Factory Costs of the remanufactured part before the

remanufacturing program has been set up. The estimate is based on the market surveyor is

taken from the RfQ that remanufacturers have returned.

I; Inventory costs for part i

The actual inventory costs depend on the contract GME has with the warehousing provider.

This could be a fixed price per part per time unit.

The costs for keeping parts in inventory can be also calculated by: Part price * interest * time +

handling charge. The handling charge is the fee the warehouse provider receives for renting
out warehouse space.

VRM; Value of the Residual Material
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These will be discussed later in this appendix

SCi Scrapping Costs

These will be discussed later in this appendix

Scrap

VRMi-SCi (20 )

VRM; Value of the Residual Material

This is the price the scrapper pays for the parts that need to be scrapped. Seven different

categories for scrap have been determined. An average value for each category can be

determined.
SCi Scrapping Costs

Additional costs associated with scrapping parts. These are not known at the moment.

Transportation and handling costs

THCi,local-final +THCi,cemral_final ( 21 )

THCi,local-final Transportation and Handling Costs for part i from the local warehouse to the final

disposition
Transportation and handling cost per part depend on the rates that the transportation

provider receives. There is a different transportation provider per country. The rate can
also be determined per country. The rate depends on the distance between the central

warehouse and the final disposition.
THC/,central-final Transportation and Handling Costs for part i from the central warehouse to the final

disposition

Transportation and handling cost per part depend on the rates that the transportation
provider receives. The rate depends on the distance between the central warehouse
and the final disposition.

Quality Control via fast track

qi *TW* FR *(x* PR*(TLAi +rb* RBV) + y* SV*(TLA i +rb* RBV -RC)) ( 12 )

All values, except the TW, are the same as for the normal Quality Control situation and will therefore

not be explained here again.

TW Time won in days

Average time until enough parts have been returned for root-cause analysis in current process

compared to an estimate the average time until enough parts have been returned for root
cause analysis when the fast track is used. These values need to be determined by the Field

Problem Resolution department.
THCi,fast Transportation and Handling Costs for the fast track

Transportation and handling cost per part depend on the rates that the transportation
provider receives. There is a different transportation provider per country. The rate can also
be determined per country. The rate depends on the distance between the AR and the final
disposition.
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Remanufacturing program via fast track

c *Csub,i - THCi,Jas, (22 )

c Substitution prevented
This parameter expressed the percentage of substitutions that are prevented by returning
an additional warranty core. A substitution will only be prevented if there is a backorder for
that particular part and if the prevented substitution now does not lead to a substitution

later.
Csub,i Substitution costs for part i

Substitution cost is the difference between the purchase price of the new part and the
remanufactured part. Both these data are available.

THCi,fast Transportation and Handling Costs for the fast track
Transportation and handling cost per part depend on the rates that the transportation
provider receives. There is a different transportation provider per country. The rate can also
be determined per country. The rate depends on the distance between the AR and the final
disposition.
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Appendix 17: AHP Hierarchy

Basic logistics service

It is important to sort all possible suppliers into acceptable vs. not acceptable before they are being

ranked. A set of minimum requirements has to be set. These have been subdivided into basic skills,

location and equipment. An overview of the criteria determined for the basic skills, location and

equipment is provided here. In Figure 21 the AHP hierarchy for the basic logistics skills is provided.

Basic Skills

ISO 9000 certification

Is the SP ISO certified?
Warehousing activities

The warehousing activities include:

• Inform distributors/ AR's of parts which had been selected for return

• Provide respective return documentation

• Receiving and matching

• Storage
• Selecting and sorting
Is the SP able to perform these activities as stated in the RfQ? Develop these capabilities at

short notice? Or outsource these activities to a capable 2nd tier supplier
Short distance transportation

Is the SP able to perform this activity as stated in the RfQ? Develop these capabilities at short
notice? Or outsource these activities to a capable 2nd tier supplier?

Management reporting

Is the SP able to perform this activity as stated in the RfQ? Develop these capabilities at short
notice? Or outsource these activities to a capable 2nd tier supplier?

Location

Expandable capacity

Does the SP have sufficient capacity available now and in future years? (see volumes RfQ)
Working hours

Between 6:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m.. Or adapted in future to match these times

GM office
Is GM office as described in RfQ available? Or can GM office be made available?

Equipment

IT-Systems (capabilities /development)

Does the SP have the IT-capability to match returned parts vs. requested parts

Ability to maintain/develop online inventory management system
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Service Provider
3

Service Provider
1

Service Provider
2

GM office
available

IT-systems

Expandable
capacity

Location

Equipment

Select Service
Provider

Figure 21: AHP hierarchy of the Basic Logistics Services

Advanced logistics skills

The different criteria will be further explained below.

Experience

• Rev. log.
What experience does the supplier have with reverse logistics processes?

How many other customers in rev logistics?

For how many years?

Scope of the process run? (turnover, # parts(numbers))

Results of these collaborations? (savings / improvement for customer)

• Automotive business
What experience does the supplier have with the automotive industry?

How many other customers in this type of business?

Scope of the process run? (turnover, # parts(numbers)

For how many years?

Results of these collaborations? (savings / improvement for customer)

• IT
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Experience with maintaining IT-system?

Experience in developing I adapting IT-:,systems?

Number of people dedicated to IT system development! maintenance? (relative to total #
employees)

How important to get business

• Long term relationship

Is the supplier interested in building a long-term relationship?

Does the supplier want to drive the business for a longer period?

What is the future potential of the supplier?

• Keen to get business
Why does the supplier want the business?

Customers-base? (GME-part of total turnover)

Impression during selection process

• Response to RfQ
Completeness

Seriousness

• Knowledge Rev. Log.
Shown in response

Shown in Q&A-sessions

• Own contribution bidding process
Type and number of questions asked

Innovative ideas presented

Company

• Company profile
Fit in company goals

Fit in quality philosophy

• Flexibility
Flexibility in adapting processes (management reports, material handling)

Adept to volume-changes

Continuous improvement

• Distance to ROsselsheim
Manageability

Security

• Personnel
# of people dedicated to warehouse

# of people dedicated to IT

Add~onal~nguagesspoken
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Flexibility

Experience ~------j

Service
Provider 2

Service
Provider 1

Service
Provider 3

Distance to
ROssels

heim

Keen to get
business

Knowledge
IE'---------J on rev. log.

shown

Company

Overall
impression

How
important to
get business

Select
Service
Provider

Figure 22: AHP hierarchy of the Advanced Logistics Services
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Appendix 18: AHP example

An example of how the supplier selection model works within the Web-HIPRE software will be
provided here. The numbers used in this example are fictional. In Figure 23, a screenshot from the
Web-HIPRE software of the AHP hierarchy that has been developed for Advanced Logistics Services
can be found. This looks very similar to the AHP hierarchy presented in Appendix 17.

Figure 23: Advanced Logistics Services AHP, screenshot web-HIPRE software

Weighing factors are developed for each criterion using pair-wise comparisons. AHP uses a
continuous1-9 scale. The verbal meaning of the numerical scale is presented in Table 14.

Table 14: AHP scale

1 equally preferred

2
3 sliohtly preferred

4

5 stronoly preferred

6
7 very strongly preferred

8
9 extremely preferred
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0,297

0,086
0,618

The relative weights are calculated using the Web-HIPRE software. Figure 24 shows how this is done.

The horizontal bar shows the comparison between Service Provider 2 and Service prOVider 3 in the
area of experience within the automotive industry. In this case, SP3 is strongly preferred (5 on the

scale) compared to SP2. This is also shown in the matrix, where the coordinate (C,S) has the value
0,2 and (S,C) has the value 5

The other comparisons should be made in a similar manner, until the entire matrix has been filled in.
The Web-HIPRE software then calculates and normalizes the weights for each alternative. In this

case:

> SP1
> SP2
> SP3

Figure 24: Pairwise comparisons, screenshot web-HIPRE software

When the weights for all the criteria have been determined with the help of pair-wise comparisons, the

result can be calculated. The result is shown in the so-called composite priorities, Figure 25. The bar

diagram shows the relative weight for each Service Provider and how each criterion contributed to that
weight.

In this example, Service Provider 3 has the most skill in the advanced logistics services compared to
Service Provider 1 and Service Provider 2.
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Figure 25: Composite priorities, screenshot web-HIPRE software
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